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shows CSDs typical of purely batch or purely open systems, evenThe observation that basic igneous rocks most commonly are
when the system itself is known on independent grounds to be aholocrystalline under a wide spectrum of cooling regimes implies
batch system. Instead, the CSDs of each system reflect a combinationthat cooling and crystallization can be uncoupled and considered
of kinetic and dynamic influences on crystallization. Heterogeneousseparately. This is tantamount to realizing that the Avrami number
nucleation and annexation of small crystals by larger ones, en-is large in most igneous systems. Crystallization automatically
trainment of earlier grown and ripened crystals, rate of solidificationadjusts through nucleation and growth to the cooling regime, and
front advance, and protracted transit of a well-established mushall aspects of the ensuing crystal population reflect the relative roles
column are some of the effects revealed in the observed CSDs. Thereof nucleation and growth, which reflect the cooling regime. The
may be an overall CSD evolution, reflecting the maturity ofcharacteristic scales of crystal size, crystal number, and crys-
the magmatic system, from simple straight nonkinked CSDs intallization time are intimately tied to the characteristic rates of
monogenetic systems to multiply kinked, piecewise continuous CSDsnucleation and growth, but it is the crystal size distributions (CSDs)
in well-established systems such as Hawaii and Mount Etna. Thisthat provide fundamental insight on the time variations of nucleation
is not unlike the evolution of CSDs in some industrial systems.

and growth and also on the dynamics of magmatic systems. Crystal
Finally, the fact that comagmatic CSDs are not often captured

size distributions for batch systems are calculated by employing
evolving systematically through large changes in nucleation rates,

the Johnson–Mehl–Avrami equation for crystallinity related to
even in low crystallinity systems, may suggest that magma is always

exponential variations in time of both nucleation and growth. The
laced with high population densities of nuclei, supernuclei, and

slope of the CSD is set by the difference a – b, where a and b
crystallites or clusters that together set the initial CSD at high

are exponential constants describing, respectively, nucleation and
characteristic population densities. Further evolution of the CSD

growth. The batch CSD has constant slope and systematically
occurs through sustained heterogeneous nucleation and rapid an-

migrates to larger crystal size (L) with increasing crystallinity. The
nealing at all crystallinities beginning at the liquidus itself and

diminution in nucleation with loss of melt is reflected in the CSD
operating under more or less steady (not exponentially increasing)

at late times by a strong decrease in population density at small
rates of nucleation.

crystal sizes, which is rarely seen in igneous rocks themselves.

Observed CSDs suggest that a – b ~6–10 and that b ~0. That

is, growth rate is approximately constant and nucleation rate

apparently increases exponentially with time. Correlations among

KEY WORDS: magma; kineticsCSD slope, intercept, and maximum crystal size for both batch

and open systems suggest that certain diagnostic relations may be

useful in interpreting the CSD of comagmatic sequences. These

systematics are explored heuristically and through the detailed
INTRODUCTIONexamination of comagmatic CSDs in a number of igneous and

industrial systems including, amongst others, Makaopuhi lava lake, A long-standing obstacle to understanding igneous rocks
Atka volcanic center, Peneplain sill, Dome Mountain lavas, Shonkin rests in relating experiment, theory, and process to the

textures and crystal sizes in comagmatic sequences. ThatSag laccolith, and Kilauea Iki lava lake. None of these systems
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crystals can be readily grown, even in the simplest of nucleation rates, the Avrami number is always large
experiments, mimicking in size and texture those of rocks, (q1010). That crystallization can generally keep up with
has been known since the experiments of James Hall cooling allows crystallization to be analyzed independent
(1798; Dawson, 1992). Detailed kinetic models are avail- of choosing a specific model for heat transfer, which is
able that go a long way towards producing reasonable the course taken here. For the other extreme of Avrami
crystal populations and crystal sizes, albeit often under number (i.e. p~1010), kinetic effects dominate cooling
somewhat restrictive conditions (e.g. Dowty, 1980; Kirk- and the magma vitrifies. That is, when the time scale
patrick, 1983; Brandeis et al., 1984; Hort & Spohn, for cooling is short relative to the kinetic time scale,
1991a). The method of crystal size distributions (CSDs) crystallization is exceedingly ineffective. This overall be-
is also available as a means of quantitatively describing havior is also well known from experimental studies of
crystal content as a function of size and of directly crystallization as a function of cooling rate (e.g. Gibb,
modeling crystallization in magmatic processes (Marsh, 1974; Lofgren, 1980).
1988). Real time observations of crystallization in systems I begin below by introducing the basic scales associated
analogous to silicates are also available (Means & Park, with crystal number, crystal size, and crystallization time.
1994). There is, however, a fundamental need and op- This introduces three characteristic constants that can
portunity to intricately link these separate areas of study only be found by employing specific kinetic models of
using the rocks themselves. crystallization. The Avrami approach, by way of the

The present work analytically explores the links be- Johnson–Mehl–Avrami ( JMA) equation, is employed
tween simple kinetic models of crystallization and the to find these constants under a number of different
observed and predicted CSDs in batch and open systems. assumptions of the variation of nucleation and growth
These results are then used to interpret the crystallization as a function of time. Next the CSD equation for a batch
history of some typical magmatic sequences. The overall system is introduced and discussed in relation to Avrami
intent is to expose the intimate interplay between rates crystallization. Insights from the CSDs of common ba-
of nucleation and growth in establishing the common saltic rocks are used to constrain kinetic models of crys-
crystal sizes of basaltic rocks and to evaluate the role of tallization. There are several major conclusions of this
magmatic processes on rock crystallinity. analysis: (1) the characteristic time of crystallization is

This work builds on a single, simple axiom, hereafter only weakly dependent on the exact kinetics of crys-
called the Crystallization Axiom. Given a time scale tallization, but typical crystal number and size are more
imposed by cooling, nucleation and growth automatically sensitive to kinetics; (2) nucleation and growth may each
adjust locally to attain full crystallinity. That is, the great be exponentially related to time, but the exponent of the
preponderance of igneous rocks crystallize essentially time variation of nucleation is almost always some 6–8
completely regardless of the cooling regime. This is times larger than that for growth; (3) crystal size is
especially so for intrusive rocks. Although crystal numbers mainly the result of heterogeneous nucleation and rapid,
and sizes may vary enormously across sills, dikes, and continual grain annexation and boundary migration, as
plutons, by and large, the rocks themselves are holo- in Ostwald ripening, during all stages of crystallization
crystalline. This is also mainly true for lavas. The clear beginning at the liquidus itself. The CSDs in a number
exceptions are the glassy rocks (e.g. Carmichael, 1979), of igneous systems are discussed relative to the insights
and an understanding of this class of rocks is also enlarged gained from the analytical results.
once the holocrystalline rocks are understood. A corollary
of the Crystallization Axiom is that cooling and crys-
tallization can, to a good first approximation, be de-
coupled. THE CHARACTERISTIC SCALES OF

This decoupling is equivalent to assuming, in the CRYSTALLIZATION: NUMBER, SIZE,
nondimensional form of the conservation of energy equa-

AND TIMEtion, that the Avrami number, which is a measure of
Although it is undeniable that crystallization results fromthe relative importance of the thermal (e.g. conductive
an intricate interplay of kinetics, time, and temperature,cooling) time scale to the kinetic time scale (each to the
the last of which couples phase equilibria to magmafourth power), is large (Hort & Spohn, 1991a). For large
size, shape, and dynamics, it is crucial to focus onvalues of the Avrami number (>~1010) crystallization is
crystallization as a function of time and not temperature.controlled by the rate of removal of heat from the system.
Models explicitly involving temperature require, perforce,That is, the time scale (and hence heat production)
deciding at the outset on an appropriate cooling regime,associated with crystal nucleation and growth is locally
the details of which often dominate and heavily colorshort relative to that for cooling of the body as a whole.
the results. In effect, crystallization must be viewedFor bodies larger than ~10 m in characteristic size

(e.g. half-thickness) and commonly observed growth and through the cooling regime. Instead, I focus here explicitly
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on a simple model of batch crystallization as a function and behavior from C N. Typical crystal sizes are directly
proportional to growth rate and inversely proportionalof time so that the principles and results will be internally

consistent, general, and not be clouded by the con- to nucleation rate. Although the size of any single crystal
may depend only on the product of growth rate andsiderably intricate and often debatable functional re-

lations between time, temperature, and phase equilibria. total growth time (see below), nucleation affects the total
growth time by using up the available melt. It is importantThe advantage of this approach will shortly become

clear. I emphasize that this is a model against which to to realize that crystal size and population depend solely,
phase equilibria willing, on the single parameter (J o/G o),compare rocks. In essence, the following furnishes a

standard state which is, by definition, unattainable. which functions essentially as a single variable. Neither
J o nor G o can be found explicitly from measures of L oMotivated by the Crystallization Axiom, I assume that

crystallization of an entire unit volume of magma can and N o alone. It is also clear that (1) and (2) are related,
because the total number of crystals that can occupy anybe described by characteristic rates of nucleation (J o) and

growth (G o) associated with a characteristic time (t c) of given volume depends on how large they are. Both of
these relations have been known for some time (Winkler,crystallization. This does not mean that these rates are

taken to be constant during crystallization, but simply that 1949; Shaw, 1965; Brandeis & Jaupart, 1987a, 1987b;
among others).these values are associated with more general functions

describing the rates of nucleation and growth. The func-
tions themselves will be considered shortly. Moreover, I
ignore the fact that each solid phase may have specific Characteristic crystallization time (tc)
kinetic characteristics, and treat the crystallization process The time to fully crystallize a given volume of melt in
as a bulk process. The differences in crystal number and which crystals are nucleating and growing at char-
size between, say, ilmenite and plagioclase in tholeiitic acteristic rates of, respectively, J o and G o, is given by
basalt are taken to be second-order effects. Hence, these
results pertain to a characteristic population of crystals,

tc=Ct(G 3
o Jo)−1/4 (3)

but are also applicable to any single phase.

where C t is another constant similar to those introduced
already. Crystallization time is shortened with increases

Typical crystal numbers (No) in either growth or nucleation rate and vice versa. But
Purely on dimensional grounds the total number of if both J o and G o are similar functions of time, t c will
crystals in a rock is given by depend more strongly on G o than on J o, because of the

exponent. In rocks, however, J o has a much larger
dynamic range (Cashman, 1993), which makes t c more

No=CNAJo

GoB
3/4

(1) or less equally sensitive to both J o and G o. As each of
these relations involves only J o and G o, it will be seen
later that the previous two constants (C N and C L) must
also be determined by C t.where C N is a constant, which is of order one in numerical

This time scale is not explicitly dependent on a coolingsize and depends weakly on the exact crystal shape
model, which usually dominates such treatments, butand model of crystallization (i.e. exponential increase in
arises purely from the kinetic processes of nucleation andnucleation with time, constant growth rate, etc.). This
growth. As mentioned at the outset, because many rocksrelation makes sense physically. A high rate of nucleation
are, to a very good first approximation, holocrystalline,requires only limited crystal growth, whereas the greater
nucleation and growth evidently automatically adjust tothe rate of crystal growth the fewer crystals needed to
the thermal regime to ensure complete solidification.solidify the melt.
This kinetic time scale may thus be set independently by
an appropriate thermal model containing the effect of
latent heat. And because of the large dynamic range ofTypical crystal size (Lo) nucleation, the coupling of kinetics and cooling is largely

Similarly, the typical crystal size (e.g. diameter) for crys- through adjustment of the nucleation rate.
tallization of this unit volume of magma is

CRYSTALLINITY WITH TIMELo=CLAGo

JoB
1/4

(2)
The most popular and straightforward model for pre-
dicting crystallinity as a function of time from given rates
of nucleation and growth is the so-called Avrami methodwhere C L is a constant similar to, but distinct in size
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(Avrami, 1939, 1940). Although the original derivation and t c is as introduced already by (3) and further defined
below.pays special attention to the issue of nucleation in regions

already occupied by crystals, called phantom nuclei and There are two features of these equations that may at
first seem unsatisfactory. First, they do not allow forcrystals (e.g. Kirkpatrick, 1983), the same equation can be

found simply from a strict consideration of conservation of maxima, when from kinetic theory maxima might be
expected. Second, there is no explicit allowance for amass. The variation in crystal fraction (u) with time is

given by the integration over time of the product of time lag between nucleation and growth as might be
expected from considerations of the effect of un-crystal volume fraction and nucleation rate. Because

crystals can appear at any time t ′ during the crystallization dercooling. As fundamental as these effects might be
there is no real sign that they are important in thehistory (t c), the integrations are nested, giving
crystallization of magma. I will show later that almost
all igneous CSDs indicate an apparent exponential in-
crease in nucleation with time without encountering any

u(t,J,G)=1−exp G−4p
3 P

t

0

J(t ′)CP
t

t ′

G(t) dtD
3

dt ′H (4) maximum. And although this is harder to prove for
growth rate, the evidence from Makaopuhi lava lake
does not suggest a maximum or minimum in growth
with time or degree of crystallinity (Kirkpatrick, 1978;where now the rates of nucleation and growth are given
Cashman & Marsh, 1988). The role of undercooling inby general functions of time as, respectively, J(t) and G(t),
delicately regulating the relative timing of the onset ofand the shape of the crystals is assumed to be spherical
nucleation and growth is probably of minor importance(hence the factor 4p/3). An alternative crystal shape can
in real magmas. This may be because magmas arebe chosen without adding any complexity unless shape
seldom, if ever, superheated, always possess abundantis a function of time, which is clearly of secondary
nuclei, and are often multiply saturated, which leads toimportance for the present consideration.
heterogeneous nucleation induced by the rate of coolingThe cubed term in (4) represents the volume of a single
and not simply undercooling (Cashman, 1993). This iscrystal as a function of time, which stems from the change
not to say that undercooling does not exist, but only thatin crystal size with time
it is commonly asymptotically small. Moreover, we will
see below that the results are not sensitive to the exact
shape of these exponential functions.

L(t)=CA P
t

t ′

G(t) dt (5) Equation (4) can be presented in a more convenient
and compact form by substituting (7) and (8) and defining
a relative or nondimensional time x = t/t c, which gives

where C A is a shape factor. For a spherical crystal, for
example, C A = 1 and the volume of this crystal is u(x,a,b)=1−exp G−4

3
pJoG

3
ot

4
c

V ′
s=

4
3

pCP
t

t ′

G(t) dtD
3

. (6)

CP
x

0

exp(ax′)AP
x

x′

exp(bx) dxB
3

dx′DH . (9)

The total number of these crystals appearing at each Substituting for t c from (3) and representing the two
time t ′ is dictated by the rate of nucleation. integrals as

It is especially useful to consider some specific solutions
to (4), and for future convenience it is good to consider
some fairly general representations for the rates of nuc-

f(x,a,b)=CP
x

0

exp(ax′) AP
x

x′

exp(bx) dxB
3

dx′D (10)leation and growth. Considering the exponential func-
tions common to kinetics, two useful functions are

allows (9) to be written asJ(t)=Jo exp(at/t c) (7)

u(x,a,b)=1−expC−4
3

pC 4
t f(x,a,b)D . (11)

G(t)=Go exp(bt/t c) (8)

where a and b are constants, which can be of either sign, The constant C t can be found by defining the crystal
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fraction uc at which crystallization is considered complete;
CL=A43 pCNB

−1/3

(18)for example, at uc = 0·95 nondimensional time is: x ~1
[i.e. when f(x,a,b) = f(1,a,b)], such that from (11)

where C N is as given by (17). [Given the full distribution
Ct=C−ln (1−uc)

4/3pf(1,a,b)D
1/4

(12) of crystal sizes and numbers (see below), there are clearly
other measures of C L, but this is perhaps the most direct.]

All the constants and characteristic scales are now
known as long as the integral in (10) can be found, whichand
is always possible numerically. Thus each constant (i.e.
C N and C L) is some multiple of C t. Using the functions
(7) and (8) various useful analytical results are possible.u(x,a,b)=1−expGCln (1−uc)

f(1,a,b) Df(x,a,b)H . (13)

Once f(x,a,b) is known both u(x) and C t are also known. Constant rates of nucleation and growth
The constants in (1) and (2) can now be found by (a = 0, b = 0)

employing the definition of nucleation relating the change These are the conditions leading to the well-known
of the total number of crystals (N ) with time to the Johnson–Mehl–Avrami ( JMA) equation (e.g. Kirk-
continuing effective nucleation rate J ′(t), which is the patrick, 1983). The exponential constants a and b in
nucleation rate defined relative to the volume of the equations (7) and (8) are both zero and (10) can be
whole system (i.e. crystals plus liquid). That is, integrated to give

dN

dt
=J ′(t). (14)

f(x,0,0)=
x4

4
. (19a)

In terms of the nucleation rate [J(t)] based only on the
At complete crystallinity x= 1 and f(1,0,0)= 1/4, fromfraction of liquid present at any time, J ′(t)= [1 – u(t)]J(t),
which all the characteristic constants (C L, C N, and C t)and (14) becomes
can be found (see Table 1; all symbols used are listed in
Table 2). The increase in crystal fraction u(x) with

dN(t)=[1−u(t)]J(t) dt. (15) nondimensional time x is shown by Fig. 1. The results
for a number of other kinetic models are also given by

In laboratory studies nucleation is commonly measured Table 1 and shown by Fig. 1; dimensional time t is
relative to the liquid content (i.e. 1 – u), whereas in CSD recovered from x through t = xt c, where t c is given by
studies of actual rocks it is often more convenient to equation (3). Ultimately, of course, the crystallization
report nucleation rate relative to the total (local or specific) time is set by the rates of nucleation and growth. The
volume of the sample. Using (11), (15) can be integrated general form of the increase in crystallinity is sigmoidal,

which is broadly similar to the variation in crystallinity
found for actual magmas (e.g. Marsh, 1981).

N=CtAJo

GoB
3/4

P
1

0

[1−u(x)] exp(ax) dx (16)

Exponential nucleation and constant
growth (a = 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, b = 0)where the characteristic time t c has been replaced by (3).
For these conditions only, the exponential constant b inThe constant C N in (1) is found to be
(8) and (10) is zero, and a is nonzero. Integration of (10)
gives

CN=Ct P
1

0

[1−u(x)] exp(ax) dx. (17)
f(x,a,0)=(1/a)4{6 exp(ax)−[(ax)3+3(ax)2+6ax+6]}.

(19b)

This is a flexible result, in terms of nucleation rate, andThe constant C L in (2) can be found by considering a
unit volume containing N crystals, each of a volume results for a series of models where a = 1, 2, 4, 6, and

8 are given by Fig. 1 and Table 1, which also gives the(4p/3)L o
3, where each crystal is taken to be a sphere.

Then, using (1) values of f(1,a,0) necessary for equation (13).
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Table 1: Kinetic models and characteristic constants

Model a b f (1,a,b) CN CL Ct

1 0 0 1/4 0·895 0·644 1·448

2 1 0 0·31 1·241 0·577 1·372

3 1 −1 0·055 1·544 0·537 2·114

4 1 1 2·179 0·895 0·644 0·843

5 2 0 0·396 1·82 0·508 1·291

6 4 0 0·725 4·73 0·370 1·110

7 6 0 1·585 18·938 0·233 0·913

8 8 0 4·182 60·791 0·158 0·716

Model Function [f(x,a,b)]

1 f(x,0,0) = x4/4

2 f(x,1,0) = 6exp(x) – (x3 + 3x2 + 6x + 6)

3
f(x,1,1) =

3
2

(1+2x)
exp (x2)

+
1
2

[2+exp(x3)−6exp(x2)]
exp (x3)

4 f(s,1,1) = [exp(x) – 1]4/4

5 f(x,2,0) = f(x,1,0)/24 as for model 2 above but with x = 2x

6 f(x,4,0) = f(x,1,0)/44 as for model 2 above but with x = 4x

7 f(x,6,0) = f(x,1,0)/64 as for model 2 above but with x = 6x

8 f(x,8,0) = f(x,1,0)/84 as for model 2 above but with x = 8x

where f(1,1,–1) = 0·055. The pattern of increasingExponential nucleation and growth (a = 1,
crystallinity is distinct from all other models (Fig. 1).b = 1)

Here nucleation and growth both increase exponentially
with time.

Overview of crystallization modelsf(x,1,1)=
[exp(x)−1]4

4
(20)

Although the variations in crystallinity with non-
dimensional time of Fig. 1 (upper) are broadly as expected

and f(1,1,1)= 2·179. The variation in crystallinity (Fig. 1) given the underlying assumptions of each model, they
is almost identical to model 7 (Table 1) with a= 6, b= are somewhat misleading when plotted in this fashion.
0, but, as will be shown later, the number of crystals and It would appear that the models with high nucleation
crystal size are almost identical to the simple JMA result rates crystallize more slowly than those with slower
(i.e. model 1 with a = 0, b = 0). growth and nucleation rates. This misperception is purely

due to the nondimensional time scale, which has a
different characteristic time (t c) for each model. A more

Exponential nucleation and exponentially meaningful and intuitively appealing time scale is that
decreasing growth (a = 1, b = −1) defined by the characteristic constant for crystallization
Here the rate of nucleation increases and the rate of time (C t; see also Table 1), which for any given char-
crystal growth decreases with time; even though there acteristic nucleation and growth rates gives the relative
are increasing numbers of nuclei they grow slower and time to complete crystallization [Fig. 1 (lower)]. The
slower with time. stronger the increases in nucleation and growth the

sooner crystallization is complete. Model 8 (a = 8, b =
0) fully crystallizes over a relative time of C t = 0·716,f(x,1,−1)=

3
2

(1+2x)
exp(x2)

+
1
2

[2+exp(x3)−6 exp(x2)]
exp(x3) whereas model 3 (a = 1, b = –1) takes approximately

three times longer (C t= 2·114). Across all the models a(21)
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Table 2: Symbols used

Symbols

C characteristic constants (see subscripts)

D fractal dimension

f(x,a,b) function describing the Avrami integral [see equation (10)]

G crystal growth rate (length/time)

J nucleation rate (number/unit volume/time)

K rate constant

L crystal size (normally radius)

N number of crystals per unit volume

n population density of crystals (number/unit volume/size)

S numerical value of CSD slope

t time; when with a subscript, a characteristic crystallization time

V volume (cubic length)

x nondimensional time (= t/t c)

u crystal fraction

s residence time or flushing time

Subscripts

A shape factor

c characteristic value of crystallization time or crystallinity

i index

L constant for crystal size

m maximum crystal size

N constant for crystal concentration

o characteristic values of various parameters

s solid

t constant for crystallization time

Superscripts

a exponential constant for nucleation rate function

b exponential constant for growth rate function

o nucleation density (e.g. no’)

’ nucleation rate based on system volume; also nondimensional crystal size

reasonable choice for crystallization time might be will show up in the CSD. The effect of growth rate is
also not particularly strong except in determining theC t ~1.

The larger the nucleation rate the more crystals are crystallization time. These analytical results involving no
cooling model can be compared with the numericalproduced, but as the amount of melt is finite the final

crystal size will be smaller. These effects are reflected in results of Brandeis & Jaupart (1987b), which employed
fully coupled conductive cooling and crystallization. Theythe constants C L and C N, which are shown along with

C t in Fig. 2. As the characteristic number of crystals found the shape of the function representing growth rate
to have no influence on the results, whereas nucleation,increases from about C N = 0·6 to 60, at the highest

nucleation rates, crystal size decreases from C L = 0·75 when compared with crystal size in rocks, is best rep-
resented by a constant rate unless near a contact.to ~0·15, as nucleation increases by ~103·5.

Overall, strong changes in nucleation rate with time Although this may be so in the mean, we will find
below that when the actual size spectrum of crystals ishave a relatively mild effect on the ensuing crystallization

time and the size of the crystals; it does have an considered, as measured by a CSD, nucleation must vary
exponentially with time.appreciable effect on the size spectrum of crystals, which
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Fig. 1. (Upper) the variation in crystallinity (reported as crystal fraction u) with dimensionless time (x = t/t c). The inset table gives the values
of the exponential constants a and b for, respectively, nucleation and growth. (Lower) crystallinity as a function of the characteristic time constant
(C t) for complete solidification. The numbers against each curve relate to the model numbers from Table 1 and the inset of the upper figure. It
should be noted that the solidification time shortens and the solidification interval narrows as nucleation rate and/or growth rate increases more
strongly with time.

CRYSTAL SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS n(t)=
dN

dL
=[1−u(t)]

J(t)
G(t)

(22)
(CSDs)

By considering the crystal size distributions associated
where it is recalled that n measures the crystal populationwith the kinetic models presented already, which are
density of the whole system and J is the nucleation rateeach a batch system, another measure is available by
of the liquid. Substituting equations (7) and (8) into (22),which to gauge the value of each model. Beginning
and rearranging and taking the natural log,again with equation (15) and recalling that CSDs are

measured by a crystal population density (n) defined
by n = dN/dL, where N is crystal number and

ln Cn(x)
no D=ln [1−u(x)]+(a−b)x (23)L is crystal size (Marsh, 1988; Randolph & Larson,

1988)
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ln Cn(x)
no D=−

4
3

pC 4
t f(x,a,b)+(a−b)x (25)

and by substituting for C t from (12)

ln Cn(x)
no D=C

ln (1−uc)
f(1,a,b) D f(x,a,b)+(a−b)x. (26)

This is the batch CSD as a function of the log of the
liquid fraction (the first term on the right) and the product
of the difference in the exponential constants (a – b),
describing the rates of nucleation and growth, and non-
dimensional time (x = t/t c; second term on the right).
(It actually describes the rate of production of nuclei, but
because these must grow we can take it also to give the
batch CSD.) When plotted as a function of time both
terms contribute to the CSD, but it is the last term that
gives the overall slope to the CSD. If a= b, for example,
this term vanishes and the CSD is defined only by the
variation in liquid fraction over time; the CSD is es-
sentially horizontal with no slope. The larger the differ-
ence in a – b, the steeper the CSD slope. It is of utmost
importance to realize here that the CSD slope is set by
the rates of nucleation and growth (i.e. a – b). For
constant growth rate, for example, b = 0 and the slope
is determined solely by the nucleation rate. If the nuc-
leation rate is constant (i.e. a = 0) the batch CSD will
be flat (zero slope) as long as G is also constant. And if

Fig. 2. The characteristic constants for crystal size (C L, upper), so- nucleation decreases with time (i.e. a <0), the CSD slope
lidification time (C t, lower), and number of crystals (C N, x-axis) for a

will be positive if plotted against crystal size (see below).variety of models of nucleation and growth as discussed in the text.
That individual rock CSD slopes are never flat or positive
strongly implies that, for this strictly batch model, the

where the initial (i.e. at time t or x = 0) nucleation effective nucleation rate always increases locally on the
density n o defined using (22) above as scale of the sample. Much later we shall see that the

change in nucleation rate suggested by successive samples
(e.g. successive lavas) sometimes increases, is sometimesno=[1−u(x=0)]

Jo

Go
=

Jo

Go
(24)

contant, and sometimes decreases. This apparent inter-
sample change should not be confused with the nucleation
experienced by local samples, for these apparent nuc-has been used. This convention of defining n o at x = 0

is different from that used in most CSD studies where leation changes more reflect differences in cooling regime.
Thus if apparent nucleation changes were used to describen o (then denoted as n o) is defined as the final (i.e. x =

1) nucleation density, which pertains to the nucleation the local nucleation rate (e.g. a <0), the resulting CSD
would be exceedingly unusual. We will return to thesedensity at the smallest (i.e. L = 0) crystal size. The

present convention (or standard state) allows n o to be points again.
CSDs for rocks are always shown as a function ofunambiguously related to J o and G o. Thus n o relates to

the initial nucleation density, in contrast to the final crystal size and not time as in equation (26). Later we
will see how this arises from the CSD continuity equationnucleation density n o.

Given any real CSD it is a simple matter to convert considered jointly with the present calculation taken as
merely a nucleation condition or side condition. But afrom n o to n o, and given a nucleation rate as described

by (7), ln(n/n o)+ a= ln(n/n o). The disadvantage in using common CSD result can also be extracted directly from
(26), and this gives insight into later, more involvedn o is that it relates to the far end of the CSD, where

L = L m, and measurement uncertainty can be large. results. Thus, for kinetic models where growth rate is
constant (i.e. b = 0) crystal size relates directly to time,Substituting (11) into (23) gives
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but the largest crystals are those nucleated at t = 0 (or CSDs
x = 0) and the smallest are those just nucleated as x Batch CSDs calculated from equation (26) for the pre-
reaches unity. The explicit relation between growth time vious kinetic models with a – b = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10
and crystal size is found by considering (5) with C A= 1, (where b = 0 in all cases) are shown by Fig. 3. Each
which for constant G (= G o) becomes after integrating CSD represents the final population density for the batch

system after 95% crystallization (i.e. uc= 0·95). The
L=Go(tc−t ′) (27a) diminishing liquid fraction during the last stages of crys-

tallization causes the pronounced decrease in the CSD
where t ′ is the time within the solidification interval 0 at the smallest crystal sizes. That is, the late-stage effective
Ζ t ′ Ζ t c when the crystal nucleated and began growing. nucleation rate [see equation (15)] becomes vanishingly
Rewriting this to put it in a nondimensional form small because of the diminishing volume of melt even

though the nucleation rate itself is increasing ex-
ponentially. The slope of each CSD reflects the numericalL

Lm
oL′=1−x (27b)

difference in the exponents a and b describing the func-
tions for, respectively, nucleation and growth given by

where L m (= G ot c) is the maximum possible crystal size. equations (7) and (8).
Wherever x appears in (26) it can be replaced by 1 – L ′ The CSDs typically observed in igneous rocks show
and the resulting CSD equation can be plotted against population densities [i.e. ln(n/n o)] that vary by 6–8 across
nondimensional crystal size L ′; alternatively, equation the observed size range [see, for example, the summary
(26) can simply be plotted against 1 – x to give the CSD fig. 24 of Cashman (1990)]. That flatter CSDs have not
as a function of nondimensional crystal size L ′. It is so far been found suggests that nucleation varies much
important to emphasize that (27b), strictly speaking, holds more strongly than growth rate during crystallization,
only for G = G o. When G is a function of time or size which favors the larger values of a – b. This is not at all
the relationship between L ′ and x will be more involved, surprising judging from the strong reduction in crystal
but for values of b near zero (27b) is a reasonable numbers commonly observed inward from the contacts
approximation (see below). of high-level intrusions. With this in mind, it is interesting

In general, for b ≠ 0, the maximum crystal size (L m) to consider the maturation of the CSD with progressive
is found from equations (5) and (8), which in dimensional crystallization.
form gives The progression of the batch CSD during crys-

tallization is found by varying the characteristic crys-
tallization time through the variation of uc in equationLm=Gotc P

1

0

exp(bx) dx=
Gotc

b
[exp(b)−1] (28)

(26) in coordination with the commensurate variation in
x or t/t c. Because uc varies in a nonlinear fashion with
x, for purposes of calculation it is simplest to make theor substituting for t c from (3)
approximation that x ~ uc in the last term of (26). The
CSDs after 5, 25, 50, 75, and 95% crystallization and a

– b = 8, calculated in this manner, are shown byLm=
[exp(b)−1]

b
Ct AGo

JoB
1/4

(29)
Fig. 4. It is emphasized that these are, strictly speaking,
approximate results. The CSDs are, for the most part,
parallel to one another. The maximum crystal size in-where C t is as given by (12). In the special case limit of
creases systematically with increasing nucleation rate.constant growth rate, b= 0 and, using L’Hospital’s rule,
Only in the later stages of crystallization, once uc is
greater than ~75%, is the CSD markedly different from
that at the smallest degrees of crystallization.Lm=Gotc=CtAGo

Jo B
1/4

(30)
Strongly linear CSDs are characteristic of volcanic

rocks where uc is always less than ~50%. Thus in general
for volcanic rocks there is little practical difference inwhich in comparison with (2) shows that for the largest
how nucleation rate is defined; it can be defined relativecrystal size C L= C t, under this restriction of constant
to either the whole system volume or only the liquidgrowth rate, but this is certainly not the typical crystal
volume with little loss of generality [see equation (15)].size. That is, in comparison with (18), where all crystals
It is important to realize here that these CSDs areare of the same size, for the maximum size crystals
representative for any exponential factors a and b as longconsidered here C N= C t – 3/(3/4p), which gives constants
as their difference is eight. That is, even though infor the number of crystals different from that found from

(17). calculating Fig. 4 the growth rate has been taken to be
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Fig. 3. The final (i.e. uc= 0·95) crystal size distribution in a batch system as a function of the difference a – b describing the exponential
increases in nucleation (a) and growth (b) rates. Only for larger values of a – b does the CSD resemble those of igneous rocks. The decrease in
population density at smaller crystal sizes reflects the loss of melt with time.

Fig. 4. The development of the batch crystal size distribution with increasing crystallinity or time for a system where a – b = 8. It should be
noted that the slope is generally constant and that the effect of decreasing melt on nucleation becomes prominent beyond ~50% crystallization.
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constant (i.e. b = 0), for any other value of b the CSD twice that given by these equations. Crystal sizes cal-
will not be too much different; the principal effect will culated over a range of values of G o and J o using (33)
be to change uc(t), which will change the curvature to for the models of Table 1 are shown by Fig. 5. For a
the CSD as a result of a nonlinear growth rate. constant growth rate of 10–9 cm/s, for example, to grow

It will be shown later that the log-linear form of a 1 mm diameter crystal calls for a nucleation rate of
the CSD is basically due to an exponential change in between 10–3 and 10–5 cm–3 s–1.
nucleation with time which is propagated across the CSD Nucleation rates of this magnitude are common for
diagram at a rate determined by the growth rate. The volcanic rocks. The plagioclase of Makaopuhi lava lake
overall slope of a straight [i.e. ln(n)-linear] CSD is thus shows typical nucleation rates of 10–3 (number/cm3 s) and
determined by the overall amplitude of the effective the basaltic lavas of Dome Mountain, Nevada, show
nucleation event (a – b) and the maximum crystal size rates of 10–3−10–5 (number/cm3 s) (Cashman & Marsh,
L m, which is also obvious by combining equations (7) 1988; Resmini & Marsh, 1995). The crystals of Maka-
and (38). The meaning of L m is that it is a measure opuhi are much smaller than 1 mm because they are
(through the growth rate G o) of the overall time of the not yet at their final size.
nucleation event. The slope of the CSD is thus determined The main difficulty in determining either J o or G o
by the nucleation exponent a and the growth rate G o. from rock CSDs is that they appear in all formulae
With all else being equal, CSDs having similar rises in together, making it difficult to separate and determine
nucleation rates reflect different growth rates by showing either parameter. Even in the simplest formula for max-
different slopes. And successive CSDs of the same batch imum crystal size [equation (30)], either J o or t c must be
system that do not have the same slope cannot have a independently known to estimate G o from crystal size
constant growth rate. There are comagmatic CSDs that (i.e. G o = L m/t c). Growth rate also cannot be estimated
do not have the same slopes, but instead fan and suggest with any reliability from kinetic theory, which involves
variations in growth rate with time or crystal size. I will guessing the degree of undercooling (e.g. Brandeis &
return to this important issue later. Jaupart, 1987a; Solomatov, 1995). As true undercooling

probably has little meaning in magmatic systems, growth
rates have been correlated with cooling rate by Cashman

Actual crystal size (1993). In the spirit of the Crystallization Axiom (see the
Introduction), the cooling rate sets the local crystallizationThere is probably no more fundamental length scale
time (t c). These clear log-linear correlations do not havein geology than crystal size. Any model must produce

reasonable crystal sizes in reasonable times. Crystal size the slopes expected from the exponents of equations (1),
is the product of growth rate and crystallization time (2), and (3). Suffice it to say here that other scalings are
[see (29) and (30)], but crystallization time depends on possible (e.g. nucleation not a time-dependent process)
nucleation rate. that can give more agreeable exponents. But the CSDs

Crystal size, using (29) is given by of the rocks themselves seem to demand a time-dependent
nucleation process, which would suggest that G o–t c cor-
relations must explicitly include nucleation rate and not

L(x)=Ct AGo

JoB
1/4

Cexp(bx)−1
b D (31) simply a measure of t c from heat transfer models.

Although the results of Fig. 5 are for constant growth
rates (i.e. b = 0), the effect of b ≠ 0 can be readily

and substituting for C t from (12) assessed using equation (28), and some results are shown
by Fig. 6. For b = ±1, the effect is not large, but for
large values of |b| the effect can be large. Although

L(x)=C−ln (1−uc)
4/3pf(1,a,b)D

1/4

AGo

JoB
1/4

Cexp(bx)−1
b D . (32) there is little firm evidence of the dependence of G on

time, what information there is from CSDs suggests that
G is certainly not a strong function of time or crystal size
(Cashman & Marsh, 1988; Marsh, 1988; Resmini &When growth rate is constant (b = 0), as before using

L’Hospital’s rule on the last term on the right, Marsh, 1995).
The characteristic time of crystallization, particularly

if the growth rate is constant, sets both the overall time
L(x)=C−ln (1−uc)

4/3pf(1,a,b)D
1/4

AGo

JoB
1/4

x. (33) of crystal growth and of course the maximum size of the
ensuing crystal. The crystallization time is determined
by the product G o

3J o as given by equation (3). Even if
the style of nucleation is radically different (e.g. nucleationAs (5) really describes the effective radius of the crystal,

the characteristic crystal size (diameter or length) will be is not a rate at all, but a fixed set of nuclei), this product
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the specific growth rate of 10–9 cm/s. The smaller the
nucleation rate the longer the time of crystallization. For
nucleation rates of J = 10–3−10–6 cm–3 s–1, t c ≈1–
10 years, and the effect of increasing the exponential
increase in nucleation rate from a= 1 to a= 8 decreases
t c by a factor of two, which is also clear from C t in Fig. 2.

SUMMARY OF CRYSTALLIZATION
MODELS
Beginning with a set of equations for N, L, and t c based
purely on scaling or dimensional arguments, it is possible
to develop an internally consistent and petrologically
reasonable set of results by using an Avrami approach
to calculating crystallinity as a function of time. A wide
range of models employing exponential functions de-
scribing the rates of nucleation and growth show fairly
similar results. All of these are analytical models and
represent only a small subset of a vast array of models
that can give broadly similar results.

Perhaps the most useful results are those relating to
the CSDs associated with these models. The CSDs of
actual rocks provide an added dimension by which to
discriminate between models. This is the critical bridge
between Avrami-style kinetic calculations and the real
world of magma crystallization. Against this background
of formal models, I now turn to interpreting the general
kinetic features of crystallization of igneous systems using
CSDs from various magmatic systems. I begin below
with a brief introduction of the basic formalism of CSDs
in batch and open systems.

CSD SYSTEMATICS IN BATCH AND
OPEN SYSTEMS
The unusual character of many igneous CSDs is best
appreciated by gauging them against theoretical CSDs
where the conditions of nucleation and growth are known
exactly. It is also important to see that the formal popu-
lation balance for CSDs in batch systems is entirely
equivalent to that arrived at already using Avrami crys-
tallization. In a batch system of volume V the governing
population balance is described by a basic continuity

Fig. 5. The variation in crystal size (radius) with nucleation rate when equation (Randolph & Larson, 1971, 1988; see p. 59):
growth rate is constant (i.e. b= 0) and nucleation increases exponentially
with time (i.e. a ≠ 0).

∂n
∂t
+
∂(Gn)
∂L
+n

d (ln V )
dt
=0 (34)

is the governing parameter, although the fractional ex-
ponent of the whole group will change from –1/4 to

where all symbols are as before. It should be noted that–1/3.
the last term on the left is the total derivative for theRepresentative times calculated using (3) and (12) for
change in volume of the system, which when written outconstant growth rate (i.e. b = 0) are given by Fig. 7;

along the upper axis nucleation rates are given for becomes
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Fig. 6. The variation in the scale factor for maximum crystal size as a function of the magnitude of increase in growth rate as function of time
as measured by the exponential constant b.

n
d ln V

dt
=n A∂ ln V

∂t B+n A∂ ln V

∂L BG. (35)

Upon substitution, (34) becomes

∂(nV )
∂t
+
∂(GnV )
∂L
=0. (36)

Because n and V appear as a product it is convenient to
define the population density relative to the volume of
the whole system, which, neglecting the volume change
of solidification, can be taken as constant. This is con-
sistent with the definition of n given by (22).

Under this condition, (36) becomes

∂n
∂t
+
∂(Gn)
∂L
=0 (37)

which describes the nonsteady CSD in a batch system.
The general form of (37) when G is constant (G =

G o), or only a function of time and not crystal size, is
that of a wave equation, which is solvable using the
method of characteristics (Randolph & Larson, 1988,
p. 55). Given any initial CSD, this equation predicts the
forward propagation in time of this CSD at a rate G o.
On a plot of ln(n) vs L, for example, each crystal moves
horizontally across the diagram according to (37) and
the crystal size equations (28) and (30). Because (37)
merely describes the conservation of the crystal popu-
lation density, it really contains, as it stands, little useful
kinetic information unless it is considered in conjunction

Fig. 7. The time for solidification as a function of the factor G o
3J o for

with equations (28) and (22). That is, the set of equationsconstant growth rate and nucleation functions described by, respectively,
a = 1 and a = 8. describing the initiation and evolution of the CSD is
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n(t)G(t)=[1−u(t)]J(t) (41)∂n
∂t
±Go

∂n
∂L
=0 (38a)

or at a time t = 0

noGo=Jo . (42)

L(t)=CA P
t

t ′

G(t) dt (38b)
The important aspect of this equation in batch systems
is that this holds for any crystal size and not just for the
smallest, newly born crystals. That is, in a batch system
where each crystal, once nucleated, is preserved until
complete solidification, the population balance at all
times and all crystal sizes obeys (42). Only if the crystalsn(L,t)=[1−u(t)]

J(t)
G(t)

(38c)
grow dispersively where the growth of each cohort of
crystals does not depend only on time or if crystal
aggregation occurs would this relation be violated. It isalong with a relation describing u(t). These are an es-
also useful to notice that for constant G [≠ f(t) or f(L)],sential difference between assuming G to be independent
as mentioned earlier n/n o= J/J o. In essence, at constantof time or independent of crystal size L. If G is a function
G, n and J are interchangeable.of time, the growth rate of all crystals regardless of size

The importance of (38c) and its relation to (38a) iswill vary with the age of the system. If, on the other
further emphasized by rewriting the population balancehand, G is dependent on L, the growth of each crystal
(38a) in a form involving nucleation. Recalling that J=depends on the age of that crystal. Both situations are
dN/dt, (38a) can be written aspossible to some degree. A changing thermal regime may

‘globally’ modify G, and hence G= G(t). Size-dependent
growth G= G(L), on the other hand, could very well be ∂2N

∂t∂L
+
∂(Gn)
∂L
=0 (43)due to crystal crowding, boundary-layer thickening, or

any number of other effects (see later). When G is stated
to be constant in the following, it is assumed that G is

now changing the order of differentiation in the firstnot a function of either t or L.
termThe meaning of the last equation of this set is also

important to emphasize. Recalling equation (15), (38c)
comes from the definitions of nucleation rate and popu- ∂J ′

∂L
+
∂(Gn)
∂L
=0 (44)

lation density. That is, for L=0.

rewriting gives
J ′(t)=

dN

dt
=

dN

dL

dL

dt
(39a)

∂
∂L

(J ′+Gn)=0 (45)
or

orJ ′(t)=n(t)G(t) (39b)

J ′+Gn=constant (46)where J ′(t) is the rate of nucleation per unit volume
of the system. Because nucleation occurs in the melt,
regardless of whether or not nucleation is heterogeneous, and if J ′(L = 0) = 0, then
it is useful in batch systems to base nucleation on the
amount of melt present [i.e. J(t)]. This requires a model

J ′+Gn=0. (47)
for the loss of melt as a function of nucleation and growth
rates, which is available, for example, from the preceding

The relation of this to (38c) is clear, but here the sign isAvrami model. Then,
different. This is because (47) relates to (38a), which
describes the propagation of a given CSD. That is, within

J ′(t)=[1−u(t)]J(t) (40) a size range the population density can only change in
time as a result of changes in Gn with L; only at L=0
does the sign change.and (39b) becomes
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relations such as (44)] and substituting this into the firstInitial crystal-free systems
term in (38a) yieldsReturning to the set of equations (38), let us consider a

melt free of crystals and nuclei that begins at a time t=
0 to cool and nucleate crystals at a rate J(t), which go d ln (n)

dL
=−

a

Gotc
(52)on to grow at a constant rate G o. By rewriting the batch

population balance equation [i.e. equation (38a)], it can
be seen that the slope of the CSD gives a record of the

or, because from (30) L m = G ot c,nucleation history. Multiplying (38a) by G o/J ′,

1
J ′
∂nGo

∂t
+

G2
o

J ′
∂n
∂L
=0 (48) d ln (n)

dL
=−

a

Lm
(53a)

and using G on = J ′ in the first and second terms, gives which shows that the slope in a batch system is a constant
and is set by both the nucleation increase, as set by (38c),
and the rate of growth of crystals as set by (38b). This is1

Go

∂ ln (J ′)
∂t

=−
∂ ln (n)
∂L

. (49)
also true if growth rate varies with time according to (8),
as has been demonstrated by the CSD of equation (23),
whence the slope is given by (a – b)/L m. It is importantThe term on the right is the slope of the CSD on a
to realize for these models that the slope is fixed for theconventional semi-log CSD ln(n) plot. Any slope on such
entire batch crystallization history, although there maya plot translates into an equivalent variation of effective
be curvature if b ≠ 0. The only possible serious modi-nucleation rate with time; conversely, any variation in
fication of the slope comes from the eventual loss of alleffective nucleation rate gives rise to a change in slope
melt at advanced stages of crystallization where the factorof the batch CSD. That is, any time variation in the
[1 – u(t)] becomes important (see Fig. 4), which has beeneffective nucleation rate changes the population density
ignored in these examples. As long as the nucleation ratealong the L = 0 axis, which then propagates along the
increases smoothly with time (in an exponential sense)L axis because of the growth rate. Some examples will
the slope of the associated CSD will be constant. This isclarify this point.
illustrated by Fig. 9, which shows how the CSD developsLet us consider, for example, a CSD exhibiting a
under a constant growth rate. From this it is also clearconstant slope S on an ln(n) vs L plot. Beginning with
how the continuity and nucleation rate equations arise.(49), let S = ∂ln(n)/∂L, and then

The batch CSD for constant growth rate is thus a
clear record of the history of nucleation, and, as men-d ln (J ′)=−GoS dt (50)
tioned earlier, the population density can be readily
converted to nucleation rate using (39), with constant G,

which can be integrated to yield that is, n/n o = J/J o. Relative variations in n are equi-
valent to relative variations in J. The true range of

J ′=Jo exp(−SGot) (51) variation of J is found by knowing at least a single value
of J, which can be found from J = G on, where specific
values of n and G o are employed. This conversion pro-where the condition J ′(t = 0) = J o has been used.
duces a plot of ln(J/J o) vs L, which can be converted toBecause the actual CSD slope is negative (i.e. S <0),
relative time using (27c). The age of the batch system isnucleation increases with time. As seen earlier, a linear
given by the largest crystal size, which can be used inCSD relates to an exponential increase in nucleation.
(30) to give t = L m/G o, and this age should correspondSome schematic variations in nucleation with time and
to the overall degree of crystallinity [i.e. u(t)] of thethe effects on the associated CSD are shown by Fig. 8,
system. Any CSD can be converted into an equivalentwhich are also evident in the earlier results of Fig. 4.
variation in the effective nucleation rate over the periodWhen the nucleation rate is exponential the resultant
of solidification.CSD is linear. If nucleation rate suddenly changes to a

To discriminate a batch system of this type from othernew exponential rate, the CSD, although still linear, will
systems, plots of slope vs L m and slope vs intercept, i.e.change. The resulting composite CSD will thus be kinked.
ln[n(L= 0)]= ln(n o), can be used (see Fig. 10). BecauseKinked CSDs record sudden changes in nucleation rate.
in a batch system the slope is always constant, eachLater we will also see that growth processes can also kink
diagram shows a horizontal line. It will be shown presentlyCSDs.
that most other styles of systems show distinct variationsOn the other hand, choosing the exponential variation

in nucleation given earlier by equation (7) [and using and igneous rocks, even within the same system, often
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Fig. 8. The relation of the CSD slope to the time variation in nucleation rate. The upper set describes a single exponential nucleation event
and the lower, kinked CSD, reflects a sequence of two nucleation events.

∂ ln G

∂L
+
∂ ln (n)
∂L

=0. (53b)

If G is constant the usual CSD slope can only be zero
(flat) as already noted. But if the CSD slope is chosen to
be S, where S <0, then we find that G must vary as

G=Go exp(−SL) (53c)

where G o = G(L = 0). As S < 0, the growth rate must
increase exponentially with crystal size. This makes sense.
That is, with a steady production of nuclei and a growth
rate increasing strongly with size, the population density
is increasingly thinned with L as crystals rapidly grow
through the larger sizes. Although it is unlikely that single
isolated crystals could ever follow such a growth rateFig. 9. The development of the CSD and CSD continuity equation

as a result of the combined effects of an exponential increase in function, it may be possible for crystals growing by
nucleation rate and crystals growing at a constant rate. annexation (see later) of smaller crystals or for crystals

undergoing strong shape changes because of growth.
Also, depending on the details of annexation or shapeshow a significant range of relations between slope, L m,

and intercept. changes, the CSD slope could vary about some mean
value; overall the slope would again probably be moreBefore moving on, it is pertinent to inquire if the log-

linear form of the CSD can be preserved when the or less constant.
In sum, in batch systems the downward sloping log-nucleation rate is constant. With nucleation rate at steady

state, the first term in (38a) drops out and we are left linear form of observed CSDs can be formed from either
a nucleation rate that increases exponentially with time,with ∂(Gn)/∂L = 0, or when expanded and rewritten
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Fig. 10. Possible diagnostic relations for batch (upper) and open systems (lower) among CSD slope, intercept, and maximum crystal size (L max).

with a constant growth rate, or a constant nucleation crystals dissolve to the advantage of the larger crystals.
rate with an effective growth rate that increases ex- The size range is reduced and if nucleation recommences,
ponentially with crystal size. The maximum crystal size, the succeeding CSD may show a distinct hump. This
L m = [ln(SG ot c = 1)]/S, is still a measure of the age of pattern might also appear if the magma were to entrain
the system, but the relation between crystal size and time a population of ‘tramp’ crystals from a well-sorted or
is not linear. Because this batch system is somewhat well-ripened cumulate bed.
unusual (but not necessarily unreasonable), when further These composite CSDs may still represent a batch
discussing batch crystallization below the system in mind, system, but the histories of growth and nucleation may
unless otherwise mentioned, is that with a nonconstant not be simple. Their first-order interpretation, however,
nucleation rate. is still possible through a segment-by-segment con-

sideration of the CSD.
To place the batch system in further distinction, it is

useful to consider briefly the CSDs in open systems.Systems with an initial distribution of
crystals
If there is a hiatus in crystallization and further crys-
tallization (i.e. nucleation) begins again after some in-
terlude, or if the system simply inherits a population of

Nonbatch open systemsstable ‘tramp’ crystals that remain suspended in the
The population balance in open systems, which are themagma, the ensuing CSD will be a composite of the old
so-called MSMPR (i.e. mixed suspension, mixed productand new CSDs. There are any number of possibilities,
removal) systems of Randolph & Larson (1988), considersbut a few reasonable ones are depicted schematically by
a chamber of volume V filling and emptying at a rate Q,Fig. 11.
and the incoming magma contains no crystals. ThisIf nucleation ceases because of phase equilibria, but
population balance is given by (38a) with an additionalgrowth is still possible, the CSD may also be affected

by annealing or Ostwald ripening whereby the smaller term:
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Fig. 11. The effect of various nucleation events on the resulting CSD. (a) A single nucleation event followed by annealing during no nucleation.
(b) Double nucleation events (deep and shallow) separated by a hiatus in nucleation. (c) CSD curvature because of superexponential increases
in nucleation rate or size-dependent growth rate. (d) The net result of the processes of (a), (b), and (c) on the resulting CSD.

That is, the mean residence time of a crystal in the∂n
∂t
+Go

∂n
∂L
+

n

s
=0. (54) system before it is evicted is s, and its size is L = G os;

the maximum crystal size is ~10 times larger than this
size, and this crystal is ~10 times older. The parameterThe additional term (n/s) represents the outflow con-
G os is given by the slope of the CSD, which depends ontaining a population of crystals that has a mean residence
the recharge rate and the growth rate. It should be clear,time s in the chamber. Various scenarios for such systems
however, that without discharge of crystals, with thishave been previously discussed (Marsh, 1988), and the
constant nucleation rate, the CSD would be horizontalmost revealing is the simple steady-state system (i.e. ∂n/
and have a slope of zero, which reflects an infinite∂t = 0), whereby (54) becomes
residence time in a batch system. If the nucleation rate
were to change, over a period of flushing times, dependingdn

dL
=−

n

Gos
. (55) on the characteristics of the new CSD, a new steady

CSD would be established (see Marsh, 1988). Other
processes such as crystal settling and crystal accumulationUpon rearranging and integrating
can also influence the CSD, but most such processes
affect only a relatively limited range of crystal sizes and
thus mainly distort or produce curvature in the CSD.ln A n

noB=− L

Gos
(56)

In terms of discriminating between a batch system and
an open system, in the present steady, open system, both
the slope and intercept are invariant with time, as is alsowhere the condition that n(L = 0) = n o has been used.
the maximum crystal size. On the precedingUnder the assumption of steady state, there is no time
discrimination plots, this system is a single point. Onlydependence and with G constant, the nucleation rate is
if the system is unsteady does it form a trajectory leading[from (39b)] also constant. Yet the CSD is log-linear

because of the recharge or flushing time (s) of the system. to the steady-state end point (see Fig. 10).
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Summary of CSD in batch and open
systems
In a batch system with exponentially increasing nuc-
leation rate, the CSD migrates systematically up the ln(n)
axis and across the L or size axis. The slope of the CSD
remains constant regardless of t and L, until the melt
starts becoming scarce for u >~0·5. Changes in slope
reflect changes in nucleation rate relative to an ln-linear
(in time) nucleation rate. The maximum crystal size (L m)
should increase systematically with increasing overall
crystallinity.

In a batch system with a constant nucleation rate, a
log-linear CSD is also possible if the effective growth rate
increases exponentially with crystal size.

In a steady open system the CSD slope is determined
by the product of growth rate and residence or flushing
time. As long as the system is steady (i.e. ∂n/∂t = 0),
nucleation rate is constant and has no influence on the
slope as long as J ≠ 0. Crystal size now measures
residence or growing time in the system. The age of the
system is not measured by crystal size, even though the
age of any particular crystal is measured by its size. If
G os increases, the slope will decrease and vice versa. If
the system is not at steady state and nucleation rate either
increases or decreases with time, the slope will be affected
by both G os and J(t).

The effects of these variations on the slope, L max, and
intercept are shown systematically by Fig. 10. In terms
of slope vs L max, it may be difficult to discriminate between
batch and open systems, but on plots of slope vs intercept
the two systems may be more differentiable (see Fig. 10).
Additional information concerning the solidification his-
tory of most igneous systems is available, which may
allow an easier interpretation of the CSD systematics.
Before introducing further kinetic scenarios, it is essential
to consider the general forms of CSDs in some natural
igneous systems.

CSD SYSTEMATICS IN NATURAL
IGNEOUS SYSTEMS Fig. 12. CSDs of plagioclase of the Peneplain sill, Antarctica. The

clear linearity in these CSDs from at or near the contacts of this sillAlthough the majority of CSDs observed for igneous
should be noted. The error bars relate to the internal measurementrocks are often remarkably linear on ln(n)–L plots (see statistics.

Fig. 12), very few of these systems exhibit CSD systematics
similar to those for either strictly batch or open systems.
This is not to say that natural systems do not show systems are generally inaccessible to direct observation
systematic variations, they clearly do, and they are during crystal nucleation and dispersal. Are most systems
broadly similar for many systems. But these systematic more aptly described as local batch systems, or are fresh
variations are distinct from what has so far been con- crystals continually sorted and deposited so that any
sidered, and are also distinct relative to CSDs in many local, say, 10 m region functions more like an open
industrial systems. system? (2) Because lavas are never erupted carrying

There are two features of igneous systems that make more than ~55% (vol.) phenocrysts, just at the point in
a strictly batch system where loss of melt begins tothem difficult to work with as a CSD system: (1) Active
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dampen nucleation, sampling through the natural process earlier, these two determinations will give different es-
timates of G because the characteristic size involved inof eruption becomes improbable (e.g. Marsh, 1981). The

magma surely goes on to complete solidification, but each determination (i.e. Gs vs L max) differs by perhaps a
factor of ~10. Nevertheless, it is easy to convert fromslow cooling with approach to the solidus allows extensive

annealing and modification of the earlier CSDs. The one to the other if the system type is known, but more
important is the realization that growth rate does notmost reasonable approach is first to gauge the applicability

of the previous scaling relations using CSD results from seem to be highly variable in slow-cooling igneous sys-
tems. Even still, a variation by a factor of 2–5 cansystems where the style of the igneous process is in-

dependently known. The most notable of these systems obviously have a significant effect on crystal size. That
the size of single generation, or freshly grown, crystalsare the Hawaiian lava lakes and diabase sills emplaced

free of phenocrysts. Thus I begin below by discussing does not vary much across igneous rocks of similar cooling
histories also suggests relatively small variations in growththe basic features of single CSDs and follow with a

discussion of sequences for successive comagmatic CSDs rate. It is another matter altogether for nucleation rate.
from a single igneous system. The overall intent is to
search for connections between igneous CSDs and the
CSDs of idealized batch and open systems in the hope

Nucleationof discerning something of the crystallization dynamics
The natural log of the population density [i.e. ln(n/n o)]of magmas.
in lava lakes and sills commonly varies by ~6–12 over
the size range [i.e. ln(n/n o) = 6–12], and as G does not
vary strongly with crystal size, J is well determined by

Growth rate the CSD. Although the absolute value of J, because it
depends on the magnitude of G, will be uncertain to theThe CSDs of lava lakes and sills are often linear (see

Figs 12 and 13, and Figs 18 and 22, below) (e.g. Cashman same degree as G, the overall pattern of variation is
clearly recorded by the population density. It is thus clear& Marsh, 1988; Heyn et al., 1997). Because variations in

growth rate with time or crystal size introduce curvature that the nucleation rate varies strongly in igneous systems,
and the magnitude of nucleation rate itself varies within most model CSDs, this suggests that growth rate does

not vary much with crystal size or time. Much less likely the style of emplacement. Lavas and lava lakes have high
nucleation rates, and sills and plutons have significantlyis the possibility that nucleation rate changes subtly with

time to offset exactly any changes in growth rate with lower nucleation rates (Cashman, 1990; Marsh, 1996).
The often log-linear form of igneous CSDs showstime. Also, a review of the evidence for the magnitude

of the growth rate itself suggests variations by perhaps that not only is nucleation indeed a rate process [i.e.
nucleation = f(t)], but also that it commonly increasesno more than a factor of 2–5 for plagioclase in basaltic

magma cooling slowly enough such that the local cooling effectively exponentially with time. In fact, there is little
evidence in any single igneous CSD that nucleation ratetime is long (>~3 years) (Cashman, 1990). Moreover,

other major silicate phases, such as olivine and pyroxene, is ever constant or ever decreases with time. [A possible
exception to this may be in the Mount Etna lavas thatseem to have overall growth rates similar to plagioclase.

This is especially clear in the common equigranular show for plagioclase, olivine, and clinopyroxene unusually
flat CSD spectra at large sizes (Armienti et al., 1994).] Iftexture of lava lakes and sills initially free of phenocrysts.

This may reflect diffusion-controlled growth where the nucleation were not a rate process, all the scalings for t c,
N, and L o derived earlier [i.e. equations (1), (2), andcoupled diffusivities of the major components may be

more or less similar at any temperature, as is observed (3)] would be changed, as would the basic result for
crystallinity [equations (9) and (11)] (Zanotto & Galhardi,experimentally (Kress & Ghiorso, 1993, 1995; Liang et

al., 1996). In extrusives and thin dikes, however, Cashman 1988; Cashman, 1993). The exact functional form of J(t)
does not affect the scalings, but it does influence the form(1993) showed large variations in growth rate spanning

as much as five orders of magnitude. of u(t) simply through suitable choice of J(t) and G(t)
with, in real systems, due concern for the appearance ofIn terms of determining the actual growth rate using

CSDs, the type of system (batch or open) must be known more than a single solid phase.
In all of the CSDs presented henceforth, the un-independently along with a measure of the age of the

system. In a batch system with variable nucleation and certainties associated with the measurements themselves
are ignored. This is not to say that the uncertainties areconstant growth rate, the largest crystals directly measure

the age of the system; growth rate comes from G = unimportant, for they are, but at this level of inquiry it
is mainly the shapes of the CSDs and not the numbersL m/t, where t is the age of the system. In an open system,

the slope 1/Gs of the CSD gives a measure of the growth themselves that are of interest. A concise discussion of
reproducibility and minimum necessary measurementrates as long as residence time s is known. As mentioned
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Fig. 13. (Left) the CSDs of plagioclase of Makaopuhi lava lake with increasing crystallinity, depth, and time in the upper solidification front
(after Cashman, 1986). (Right) the CSD calculated for a batch system like Makaopuhi, where a – b= 12, as a function of increasing crystallinity.

area (generally ~1·5 cm2) has been given by Armienti crystallinity, which is from the deepest (i.e. hottest) portion
of the front. Because crystallinity is a direct measure ofet al. (1994). Methods of extracting high-quality CSD

information from measurements in two dimensions have time, it is clear that with time the largest crystals become
larger faster than the smaller crystals. Crystals largerbeen treated by Higgins (1994) and Peterson (1996).
than ~0·1 mm seem to grow at the expense of crystals
smaller than ~0·1 mm. There is a decided kink in the
CSD near L ~0·1 mm. I hasten to mention also that theCSDs OF COMAGMATIC SEQUENCES
CSD at the smallest sizes (i.e. 0 Ζ L Ζ 0·1 mm) is not

Kinked CSDs in batch systems from particularly well determined as only two or three points
growth by annexation determine the slope in this region. Nevertheless, the kink
Crystallization within the upper solidification front of a persists in all these CSDs as well as in those of broadly
lava lake would seem to be the ideal batch system, similar systems. The fanning out of these kinked CSDs
especially at higher crystallinities. That is, once the crys- and the fact that the earliest CSD is not kinked indicates
tallinity in the downward advancing front reaches ~25%, that this kinking is not simply due to separate exponential
crystals are unlikely to settle from the front, or even move nucleation events.
much relative to one another, and the system crystallizes A clue to the cause of this kink in the CSD comes
as a collection of local batches (e.g. Mangan & Marsh, from studying the crystallization process itself as captured
1992; Marsh, 1996). We would expect the CSD to have in thin sections. (I used a series of photographic trans-
a constant slope and simply migrate systematically, as in parencies of Makaopuhi thin sections kindly supplied by
Fig. 4, to larger L and larger ln(n). CSDs for plagioclase Dr T. L. Wright some time ago.) These same sections
in the upper solidification front of Makaopuhi lava lake, have been shown by McBirney (1993). Beginning at
spanning a range of crystallinity from about 10 to 80% ~10% (vol.) crystals and continuing to the solidus at
(vol.) are shown by Fig. 13 (Cashman & Marsh, 1988). ~95% crystals, these eight sections show a distinctive
Also shown is the CSD of an ideal batch system with process of multiple phase heterogeneous nucleation with
constant growth rate and exponential nucleation over growth caused by both diffusion and grain boundary
time, where the overall increase in nucleation (i.e. a – migration associated with annexation of smaller grains
b = 12–0) is similar to that observed. by larger ones of the same phase. More specifically,

Instead of each being parallel to one another, the clinopyroxene, olivine, and plagioclase coprecipitate and
steadily stimulate nucleation of one another throughobserved CSDs fan out relative to the CSD of lowest
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local enrichment of chemical components rejected during ln (n)=ln (D)−(D+1) ln (1+L). (59)
growth of foreign phases. Crystallization thus begins as
poorly sorted clusters of all three minerals all of which Population densities for D= 1·5, 2·5, and 3·5 are shown
coarsen with progressive crystallization. During this pro- by Fig. 15. These CSDs show distinct upward curvature
cess larger crystals annex adjacent small crystals of the which is broadly similar to that observed, but the observed
same phase through grain boundary migration. The CSDs are especially linear for L > 0·1 mm. Although this
net effect is crystal growth through both diffusion of process will produce larger crystals at the expense of
components to the crystal surface and by annexation smaller ones, there is no actual conservation of these
of smaller crystals by larger ones. The overall texture number of particles across the CSD, nor is there any
continually coarsens or ripens into an assemblage of obvious way to incorporate crystal growth.
spatially separate, relatively large optically continuous A more straightforward way to consider this process
crystals set in a groundmass of smaller, later-appearing is to use the original batch CSD equation [i.e. equation
crystals. Representative photomicrographs and schematic (37)], which when written for size-dependent growth
interpretive sketches are shown as Fig. 14. becomes

In essence, crystallization is controlled by local melt
stoichiometry, with each nucleation cluster crystallizing ∂n

∂t
+G
∂n
∂L
+n
∂G
∂L
=0. (60)relatively independent of neighboring clusters. The actual

scale of each cluster increases with the local increase in
crystal size, which continually fosters nucleation. To a If small crystals are being lost from one segment of the
large degree, this process reflects the magnitude of the CSD and added to another segment, terms must also be
difficulty of chemical diffusion relative to thermal diffu- added to this equation to consider, in essence, the output
sion, which is measured by the nondimensional Lewis and input of crystals across the CSD. Let these flux terms
number (Le). Le is typically ~10–4 for basalt, which implies be given by, respectively, K on and K in. Then (60) becomes
that chemical diffusion, relative to thermal diffusion, is
a much more local process. From a standard diabase or ∂n

∂t
+G
∂n
∂L
+n
∂G
∂L
+(Kon−Kin)=0 (61)dolerite texture, slower cooling will coarsen this texture

into that of a conventional gabbro. The overall process
reflects a coarsening similar to that common in dendrite

where K o and K i are essentially rate constants.crystallization experiments (e.g. Means & Park, 1994)
This equation can be put in a more convenient form bythrough grain boundary migration (Hunter, 1986) and

dividing throughout by nG and rewriting the derivatives insurface energy minimization (Boudreau, 1994). In effect,
logarithmic form, which upon rearranging becomesas the texture coarsens the kinetic time scale for further

coarsening increases such that the Avrami number be-
comes smaller, which allows quenching of the texture as ∂ ln (n)

∂L
=
−1
G

∂ ln (n)
∂t
−
∂ ln (G)
∂L

−
1
G

(Ko−Ki) (62)
a chilled diabase or gabbro.

In an approximate fashion, this growth process by
where K o and K i are each treated as intrinsically positivecoarsening or aggregation is the reverse of fragmentation
entities. This form is convenient because it shows theaccompanied by growth of the antifragmenting crystals.
contributions to the CSD slope, which is the term onFragmentation itself is a fractal. A fractal, by definition,
the left, in terms of changes in nucleation rate (secondis a power-law relation between particle number and
term), in growth rate as a function of crystal size (thirdsize. The number of objects (N ) of a characteristic size
term) and the loss (K o) or gain (K i) of crystals from onegreater than L is (e.g. Turcotte, 1986)
segment of the CSD. It should be noted that each of
these terms, except for K i, gives rise to a negative CSDN>L−D (57)
slope, and also that, if G were to increase with L, the
CSD slope would lessen or become concave up as in thewhere the exponent D is the fractal dimension. The
case of antifragmentation. This equation can now befractal dimension for fragmentation is often 1·5 < D < 3·5.
applied to understanding these kinked CSDs.In terms of a cumulate number of crystals as a function

of L, this proportionality suggests the equation
CSD for small sizes

N=1−(1+L)−D (58) Let us consider the Makaopuhi CSDs where, to a good
first approximation, G is constant (i.e. no observed cur-
vature in the CSDs), and for the small size rangefrom which the population density is found by taking the

derivative with respect to L and writing the result as a (0 < L < 0·1 mm) K i = 0. The above equation then
becomesnatural log:
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Fig. 14. Schematic illustrations (right) of the crystallization process in tholeiitic basalt of Makaopuhi lava lake as suggested in the accompanying
photomicrographs (left) of samples collected by T. L. Wright (personal communication) in 1965. The dimension of each photographed area is
about 0·9 mm× 1·2 mm; the upper section contains 10% and the lower one 92% crystals. Crystallization is by local multiphase nucleation and
grain boundary migration. The final result of this rapid coarsening process is a collection of optically continuous crystals made from many small
crystals.
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ln (n1/no
1)=− A a

Lm
+

Ko

G1B L (67)

which is reflected in the slopes of the CSDs of Fig. 16.

CSD for large sizes

In the large size range (i.e. L > 0·1 mm), the slope is
similarly modified, but in the opposite sense of that for
the small size range. Thus if K o represents the outflux
from the small sizes, then the input flux to the large sizes
must be equal and opposite. The difference in signs of
K i and K o in (62) already accounts for this opposite sense,
so in magnitude K i = K o. The CSD for the large sizes
is just (67) with a sign change, namely,

ln (n2/no
2)=− A a

Lm
+

Ko

G2B L. (68)
Fig. 15. A possible CSD caused by the fractal process of anti-
fragmentation. The constant D is the fractal dimension found for
fragmentation processes. The distinct upward curvature of the CSD
should be noted. Here the slope of the CSD is less steep than that of both

the small size range and the ideal batch system (see
Fig. 16).

It should also be emphasized that the growth rate G o
∂ ln (n1)
∂L

=−
1
Go

∂ ln(n1)
∂t
−

Ko

Go
(63)

will be different for each size range. In the small sizes,
growth rate should be that associated with the normal

where the notation n 1 is remindful of the smaller size sense of diffusive growth (i.e. G i = G o). But in the large
range. size range it will be enhanced by the aggregation effect

Because G is constant the second term can be written such that G 2 = G o+ G ′, where G ′ is the growth caused
in terms of nucleation rate [see equation (48), etc.], by aggregation.
yielding The effective growth rate can often be found from a

linear CSD by assuming, in analogy with open systems
(and see below), that the slope measures G oso, where so

∂ ln (n1)
∂L

=−
1
Go

∂ ln (J1)
∂t

−
Ko

Go
. (64)

is an effective residence time. If so is known, G o can be
found from the observed slope. For the present batch

For an exponential rise in nucleation with time, as system the CSD slope is given by a/L m or, because L m=
described by equation (7) [see also equation (52), etc.], G ot c, the slope is a/G ot c, where now t c/a is an effective
this becomes residence time. In this fashion for the kinked CSD the

effective residence times are, for the small size range
∂ ln (n1)
∂L

=−
a

Lm
−

Ko

Go
. (65)

s1=
tc/aKo

[(1/Ko)−(tc/a)]
=

so/Ko

(1/Ko)−so
(69)

The first term on the right gives the usual batch CSD
slope and the loss of crystals at a rate K o further steepens and for the large size range
the slope (see Fig. 16). The actual CSD is found by
integrating (65) with respect to L:

s2=
tcG2/GoaKi

[(G2/GoKi)+(tc/a)]
=

(soG2/GoKi)
[(G2/GoKi)+so]

(70)

ln (n1)=− A a

Lm
+

Ko

GoB L+C1 . (66)
where so is the effective residence time of the ideal batch
system. Although s1 and s2 may be independently known,
it is clearly challenging to extract more than simplyC 1 is a constant found from the condition that n(t, L

= 0) = n o(t), and at any specific time or crystallinity, effective measures of G and K from kinked CSDs because
of aggregation.the CSD is given by
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Fig. 16. (Left) kinking in the CSD as a result of aggregation of small crystals to form larger crystals. (Right) the possible migration of a kinked
CSD in a batch system.

The net effect of aggregation annealing on the batch system somewhat analogous to an open system where
the crystal flux is due to a global removal of crystals fromCSD is also shown by Fig. 16, where the kinked CSD

migrates across the diagram. That the calculated CSDs the system itself. Beginning with an exponential increase
in nucleation, a typical log-linear CSD can be produceddo not fan out at large sizes, as observed, suggests that

the flux rate constants (K ) are themselves changing with in each instance from a steady state of nucleation where
∂n/∂t = 0. That is, from (64),time. The size range supplying the small crystals for

aggregation may also be increasing slightly with time.
Each of these effects will cause fanning in the CSDs at ∂ ln (n)

∂L
=−

Ko

Go
(71)larger sizes. It is also not at all certain that the entire range

of small crystals (i.e. 0 < L < 0·1 mm) is simultaneously
supplying crystals to the larger size range. In fact, from

will hold for the small size range. And in the true openthe earlier description of the grain annexation within
system (i.e. the MSMPR system) at steady state, fromthe clusters, it would seem more reasonable that, once
(54)nucleated, growth may proceed normally until a certain

critical size whereupon the crystal meets a larger crystal
and is incorporated. If so, then the formulation leading ∂ ln (n)

∂L
=−

1
Gos

. (72)
to (62) would need to be amended to allow output only
over a restricted size range. But the same analysis can
be used in a piecewise sense across the CSD. Some The rate constant K o is analogous to the reciprocal of
indication of such a process may be in the detailed bulk the residence time in the open system. The two CSDs
CSD (i.e. all solid phases in one CSD) of the 1984 lava will be similar, but each will reflect a fundamentally
from Mauna Loa (Crisp et al., 1994). Here there is an different process. The distinct difference in process will
almost discontinuous drop in the CSD at L ~ 20 lm, be reflected in the full CSD, which will migrate in
with both the earlier (i.e. L > 20 lm) and later CSD the batch system and be steady in the open system.
slopes being much gentler. This sudden change could Aggregation also produces a kinked CSD in both systems.
also, however, be simply associated with a strong nuc- One such open system has been produced ex-
leation event in response to the decompression ac- perimentally by Burkhart et al. [1980; see also Randolph
companying eruption, which is favored by Crisp et al. & Larson (1988), p. 294]. In this experiment, crystallites

of ammonium polyuranate aggregate at very small, un-
measurable, sizes to form crystal clusters, which them-
selves further aggregate to form agglomerates. The

Batch vs open system aggregation method of analysis is as used above for the batch system
except that the system is at steady state. The observedAllowing for the flux of crystals from one part of the

CSD to another [i.e. K o and K i in (62)] makes the batch CSD is shown as Fig. 17, which resembles the Makaopuhi
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In addition to these slopes and intercepts, the overall
plagioclase content (vol. %) and the maximum crystal
size are known for each of these basalts. The maximum
crystal size is estimated from the average of the four
largest L values (i.e. L max) of each CSD; in cases where
there is a large gap between these points, the most
extreme values of L were neglected.

As the maximum crystal size is a direct measure of
system age or residence time, it is of interest to consider,
as mentioned earlier, correlations between slope and
intercept and L max. Plots of slope against L max, intercept
against L max, and slope against intercept are shown in
Fig. 19a. As might be expected, the slopes (S 2) and
intercepts (n 2

o) for the larger size range of each CSD
correlate better with L max than do the values of S 1 or
n 1

o. And the larger sizes also correlate better on the
slope–intercept plot. Referring back to the diagnostic plots
of Fig. 10, these Aleutian lavas may have characteristics
of a batch system with a time-decreasing nucleation
exponential constant [i.e. a(t) in (7) decreases with time].

Fig. 17. CSD of an experiment involving aggregation of clusters of This does not necessarily rule out the possibility of an
ammonium polyuranate (after Burkhart et al., 1980).

open system, for a decreasing nucleation rate in an
open system would also give similar diagnostics. Overall,
however, it is clear that the effective nucleation rate (i.e.CSDs, but this is an open system, which Makaopuhi is
found by extrapolation from the large size range to thenot. The diagnostic difference is that this CSD is invariant
L = 0 limit) decreases as crystal size increases. Thewith time, whereas the Makaopuhi CSDs systematically
associated CSDs thus fan upward about a pivot pointchange with time for increasing crystallinity. The general
near L ~ 0·75 mm. With this fanning upward andrule in most volcanic systems is that the CSDs do change,
lessening of slope not only does L max increase but so doesalbeit not necessarily systematically, with time. A re-
the overall crystallinity.markable exception to this general rule is the CSDs of

The variation in maximum crystal size with plagioclaseplagioclase in the lavas of Mount Etna presented by
content is shown by Fig. 19b. Within this variation, thereArmienti et al. (1994). These CSDs have not changed in
may also be a more subtle subdivision into a larger L maxany noticeable detail for a period of at least 70 years.
series and a smaller L max series. That is, for any crys-
tallinity the maximum crystal size follows one of two
variations, which are similar. These two series, for the

Kinked CSDs in other systems most part, also distinguish themselves on the ac-
Atka comagmatic sequence companying, more expanded slope–intercept plot for the

larger size range CSDs. Both slope and intercept lessenPhenocryst-rich lavas often show kinked CSDs. A clear
with increasing crystal size and overall crystallinity, butexample of this is the CSDs measured by Resmini (1993)
the eruptive sequence (smaller to larger sample numbers)of high-alumina basalts from Atka volcanic center, Aleu-
shows no correlation with slope or intercept for the S2–n 2

otian Islands, Alaska. The CSDs of plagioclase are of 12
CSDs, and for the S1–n 1

o CSDs only a weak negativeflows in a sequence of 22 flows from the northeast region
correlation with slope and a weak positive correlationof northern Atka. The modal mineralogy of these flows
with intercept is evident. This may be reasonable aswas reported by Marsh (1981) and the general geo-
originally deeper-held magma is increasingly de-chemistry was reported by Myers et al. (1986). Anorthitic
compressed during the eruption. There is, however, noplagioclase is by far the dominant phenocryst, typically
correlation between eruptive sequence and phenocrystmaking up ~95% of the overall phenocryst content,
content.which itself ranges between about 35 and 48%. Some

Comagmatic lava sequences so far examined for Maka-representative CSDs for these lavas are shown by Fig. 18.
opuhi lava lake, Mount St Helens dacites, Dome Moun-These CSDs are characterized by a distinct break in
tain, Nevada, Atka, and Kilauea show a decrease in CSDslope or kink, marking a small size range (L < ~0·55 mm)
slope and intercept with increasing crystal size. This mayand a larger size range (0·5 mm < L < ~2·0 mm). Each
be a general characteristic of local batch systems wheresize range is well represented by a straight-line fit, which

defines the whole CSD by two slopes and two intercepts. both chemical (i.e. annealing through aggregation) and
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Fig. 18. CSDs of plagioclase of high-alumina basalt from Atka, Aleutian Islands, Alaska (from Resmini, 1993).

physical (i.e. sorting by buoyancy) processes tend to Higgins (1996). These systems seem to show a much
more steady nucleation rate and a more time invariantproduce populations of large crystals, which indicates a

low effective nucleation rate. What is also especially clear CSD pattern in general. These systems may be more
akin to a true steady-state, open system.in these Atka lavas is that the CSD varies systematically

spatially in the pre-eruptive staging area. Exceptions to If the Atka lavas are thus interpreted as a batch system,
considering the results of the earlier modeling leading tothis pattern are the Mount Etna and Kameni flows

reported by, respectively, Armienti et al. (1994) and Figs 5, 7, and 8, each linear or quasi-linear range of the
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Fig. 19.

CSDs can be represented by a value of the nucleation nucleation event environments. Within each environment
exponent a and a value of L max for that segment. For the the systematic fanning of the CSDs, especially in the
larger size range, a varies between about 4 and 7, with larger size range, suggests a systematic spatial variation
the larger values (i.e. steeper slopes) characteristic of the in crystal population density within the magmatic body.
smaller L max series of Fig. 19b. The values of L max range The systematic correlations between plagioclase size and
between about 1·5 and 2·0 mm, which relates to an modal content and CSD characteristics further suggests
effective crystal radius of 0·75–1·0 mm. From the results that these CSDs, as a whole, are intimately linked. How
shown by Fig. 5, for a constant growth rate (b = 0), 4 they might be linked can only be judged in relation to
Ζ aΖ 7, and L max ~ 1 mm, suggests that J o ~ G o× 104. the dynamics of the actual system.
Assuming G o ~ 10–9 cm/s, gives a nucleation rate of In this context, one of the obvious difficulties in in-
~10–5 s–1, which means that this size range could mark terpreting the CSDs from volcanic sequences concerns
an event of perhaps 25 years or less in duration. the basic physical CSD nature of the magmatic system

For the smaller size range, 3 Ζ a Ζ 5 and L max ~ itself. In this regard, it is insightful to consider CSDs
0·5 mm, which translates to a marked increase in nuc- from dynamically well-characterized systems, which is
leation rate. That is, for an equivalent change in crystal only possible in industrial crystallization studies.
size, this latter nucleation rate is larger by a factor of
~100 over that of the earlier nucleation event. This

Industrial ‘comagmatic’ systemssuggests a change in crystallization environment, which is
Mixed suspension, mixed product removal (MSMPR)most probably related to migration to the near subsurface
magma crystallizers are exceedingly common in industrypending eruption with increased nucleation as a result
(e.g. Jancic & de Jong, 1984). In the idealized system, aof high-level volatile loss. These crystals mark an event
continually well-mixed tank of volume V of liquid andof perhaps a year or so in characteristic time.
growing crystals is fed by a flow of crystal-free liquid andIn sum, the characteristic kinking of the Atka CSDs

suggests a quasi batch system marked by two distinct emptied at the same rate (Q ) by an outflow containing
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will briefly turn to translating the tank crystallizer to a
possible equivalent magmatic system.

A standard industrial draft-tube baffle (DTB) crys-
tallizer and the associated CSD for potassium chloride
as measured by extractions from three dynamic zones of
crystal sorting are shown by Fig. 20 (Canning, 1970). A
propeller at the base of the draft tube in the center of
the tank keeps the fluid (i.e. crystals plus liquid) circulating.
Although the incoming fluid is crystal free, nucleation
occurs freely in response to supersaturation caused by
evaporation, cooling, or earlier crystal growth. (Here
growth is due to evaporation.) The entire central volume
or active zone (Zone 2) is ideally kept well mixed and
the product extracted from this region shows a linear
CSD. The active zone is surrounded by a baffle settling
region (Zone 1) that accepts overflow, which consists of
fine particles, and allows settling. Fluid drawn from the
top of this zone contains the smallest size range of crystals.
This fluid is sometimes reheated or otherwise treated to
dissolve these ‘fines’ and is fed back into the tank. Crystals
too large to be kept in circulation settle to the base of
the tank (Zone 3) where a crystal-rich slurry is removed
in the product flow. These largest crystals have a lower
residence time relative to smaller sizes and the CSD is
kinked downward in the active zone. Overall, however,
the large size of these crystals betrays their age.

The intent of the MSMPR system is to keep the active,
central zone well mixed such that the outflow is an
accurate representation of the internal dynamics, but
each separate zone has a CSD reflecting local crystal

Fig. 19. (a) CSD diagnostic relations among slope, intercept, and fractionation (Fig. 20). In Zone 1 the smallest crystalsmaximum crystal size for the comagmatic sequence of Atka lavas.
are drawn off relative to all others, this fluid has the(b) (Upper) correlations between maximum crystal size and modal

plagioclase content in Atka lavas. (Lower) detailed variation between smallest residence time in the system, and the slope of
slope – 2 and intercept. The larger number against each symbol is the the CSD is steep. This reflects both strong fractionation
sample number, which indicates sequence of eruption, and the smaller

and a small residence time. The assemblage of Zone 2,number is the maximum crystal size (mm). There is a clear correlation
between decreasing slope, decreasing intercept, and increasing crystal the active region, has lost the smallest crystals, which
size. gives it a low effective nucleation density, but a long

residence time because of stirring. If the forced convection
is not strong enough, however, to keep the largest crystals
in suspension before extraction in the slurry line, theya true representation of the overall contents (liquid and
will settle to the base and be removed in the productcrystals) of the tank. The CSD of the outflow at steady
slurry. The CSD in this region will show some frac-state is log-linear and time invariant, as given earlier by
tionation over that of the active zone; the slope will be(56) and as discussed in detail by Marsh (1988) and
slightly steeper because of premature crystal loss. TheRandolph & Larson (1988). The time to become steady
net result is a double kinked CSD (Fig. 20) reflectingis observed to be (12–15)s, where s is the residence time
significant crystal fractionation. It must be kept clear,measured by V/Q. As mentioned already, although linear
however, that the observed CSD comes from samplingCSDs are not uncommon in igneous systems, there is
of specific parts of the system. The bulk of the system islittle sign that they are invariant with time and that they
represented by Zone 2, which alone would give a log-represent a true MSMPR system. Because deviations
linear CSD. Given the composite CSD alone, differentfrom the log-linear classic MSMPR CSD are also com-
conclusions might be drawn on the dynamic regimemon in industrial applications, it is of interest to consider
within the crystallizer. But it is none the less clear thatin some detail the relationship between observed non-
the CSD of each zone coupled with the maximum crystalideal MSMPR CSDs and crystal sorting within the crys-

tallizer itself. After considering the industrial results, I size of each zone is crucial in discerning the dynamics
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Fig. 20. The operation (left) and resulting CSD (right) of a draft-tube baffle, mixed suspension, mixed particle removal (MSMPR) industrial
crystallizer (after Canning, 1970).

of each zone. It is this interpretive inversion that lies at or ripened (see below) to a strongly non-log-linear CSD.
the heart of understanding igneous systems. And where the system is multiply saturated, aggregation-

dominated nucleation and growth will produce a kinked
CSD. Depending on the nature and vigor of the eruptive

Composite CSDs and mixing
or displacement event, the CSD can take on any number

The two fundamental differences between igneous and of styles.
industrial systems are that (1) the product crystals gen- First and foremost, because the eruption event involves
erally remain somewhere in the system and (2) sampling significant decompression and possibly degassing, a burst
of the system is by eruption, which is generally not

of nucleation will probably be the final event recordeddeliberate. Moreover, residence time is not independently
by the CSD. Earlier transport from deep levels, in-known and the system cannot be freely manipulated to
terspersed with significant holding times, followed byyield kinetic information. Thus in the equivalent mag-
wholesale eruption may produce a CSD not too dissimilarmatic problem, crystals come from two principal sources,
to that of Fig. 21a. Although locally the system mayboth of which are mainly due to cooling. One source is
function as an open or quasi-MSMPR system, overallcrystals nucleated and grown at the present location of
the system is a traveling batch system. Perhaps onlythe magma. These crystals are almost always associated
within the solidification fronts themselves does the systemwith solidification fronts and are available for sorting in
truly approach a batch system. These concepts are sum-the magma only up to crystallinities of ~25% (e.g. Marsh,
marized by Fig. 21a.1996). These crystals will always be small. The second

The simple addition of some types of cumulate crystalssource of crystals is cumulate beds of previously grown
to a less crystallized magma of the same initial bulkcrystals incorporated by the magma during transport and
composition may be directly detectable through geo-emplacement. These are the so-called ‘tramp’ crystals
chemistry. The addition of plagioclase, for example, may[e.g. forsteritic olivine in Hawaiian picrites (Wright &
produce a positive europium anomaly when the originalFiske, 1971; Marsh, 1996)], which may have resided for

some time in the feeding conduit system and annealed bulk fluid had none. This independent information may
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Fig. 21.

be useful in recognizing a CSD produced from two show exceedingly similar kinked or flattened CSD spectra
in the Mount Etna lavas (see Fig. 21b) strongly suggestsdistinct nucleation events over that from cumulate en-

trainment. In this regard, the CSD resulting from mixing deep-seated storage as a common feature of this magmatic
column (Armienti et al., 1994).of two magmas with distinct initial CSDs has been

modeled by Higgins (1996) for dacites from Thera. The Another example of eviction of magmas carrying re-
lated CSD spectra, but where the parental magma typeslog-linear CSD dictates that each initial CSD dominates

the slope of the new CSD in the region where it has the vary considerably in bulk composition, may be in the
post-1663 products of Usu volcano, Japan (Tomiya &highest population density regardless of the mixing ratios.

As long as the two initial CSDs have significantly different Takahashi, 1995). Three phenocryst types (A, B, C) of,
respectively, low, high, and intermediate An (plagioclase)slopes, with the larger size range having a more gentle

slope, the final CSD will be kinked. An example from and mg-number (opx) composition are found in addition
to microclots of mafic magma within rhyolitic magma.Higgins (1996) is shown as Fig. 22. Moreover, if the

added phenocrysts or megacrysts are for the most part The A (~An45) and B (~An90) plagioclase types are
large (up to 2·5 mm) and remarkably unzoned, and theunzoned plagioclase and the host magmas are of similar

composition, they reflect either ripening in a holding plagioclases of the microclots are smaller and profuse.
The presence of A and B phenocrysts in the 1663 lavasregion or a long growth period under steady, low nuc-

leation density, and single saturation. The fact that both and mainly only C (~An70) phenocrysts in the 1769 lavas,
suggests early commingling with eruption followed byolivine and plagioclase (and perhaps also titanomagnetite)
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Fig. 21. (a) CSD evolution associated with transmission of magma through a well-developed and long-standing magmatic ‘mush’ column. The
CSD of the eruptive product may reflect a long series of local processes. (b) Mount Etna CSDs for (A) plagioclase from three samples of the
1992 eruption ( January, March and May) and for (B) plagioclase, olivine and titanomagnetite of lavas of the 1991–1993 eruption. All are from
Armienti et al. (1994). The overall shape of the CSDs suggests perhaps three crystallization regimes, possibly similar to those depicted schematically
by Fig. 20. The 1991–1993 CSDs have each been fitted (by eye) with three straight lines of exactly the same slope for plagioclase, olivine, and
titanomagnetite (two lines only). That the lines of the same slope apparently fit the CSDs for all three minerals suggests crystallization in similar
regimes.

Fig. 22. (a) Modification of the CSD as a result of mixing of magmas with distinct CSDs, and (b) a possible example from Thera (both after
Higgins, 1996). (c) A possible example of a CSD arising from magma mixing, Usu volcano, Japan (after Tomiya & Takahashi, 1995).

re-equilibration in the remaining magma with eventual mixing, the mafic magma may have contributed >50%
(vol.) to the later (e.g. 1769) magma. The overgrowthseruption. These CSDs are also shown by Fig. 22. In

comparison with the mixing diagram of Higgins (1996), on the rare A plagioclase in the 1769 dacite are generally
50–70 lm, which, if developed over a 100 year period,to match the CSDs in the small size range through
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amounts to a growth rate of about 2× 10–12 cm/s; this is intercept–crystallinity plot) crystal size remains ap-
proximately constant at about, respectively, 1·0 andsimilar to the rate found for plagioclase in the 1980–1986

Mount St Helens dacite (Cashman, 1988). Yet another 1·5 mm (Fig. 23). On the plot of slope against maximum
crystal size there is an increase in L max as slope remainsexample is the olivine-bearing tholeiites of Kauai, Hawaii,

discussed by Maaloe et al. (1989). approximately constant (Fig. 23), although the suggestion
of a correlation with flow number is less certain here.In summary, industrial MSMPR systems show a CSD

spectrum broadly similar to what can be expected in a The earlier flows (1–5) show more scatter in slope and
crystal size is generally large. Those flows of similar slopegeneralized magmatic system. The constituent crystals

are sorted by dynamic processes that in the industrial generally group together (numbers 6–10 and 16–20).
Overall, these Dome Mountain lavas show char-system can be individually tapped to reveal the influence

of the local dynamics on the CSD. Magmatic systems acteristics of strong unsteadiness in the earliest lavas
followed by two sequences of CSDs possibly indicatingare unlikely to be systematically tapped to reveal in the

flow sequence a consistently recognizable CSD ensemble, batch system evolution, where the slope remains fairly
constant as crystal size and intercept both increase. Therebut that does not mean that judicious study will not

reveal the intimate kinetic details of the system. is some scatter in the slopes but the longest series of ten
lavas has a slope of about –12 ± 1, which is fairly tightMagmatic systems are, strictly speaking, mainly closed

systems that emit a wide range of possible CSD spectra, considering that the entire sequence shows slopes from
about –5 to –17.even within a comagmatic suite. Individual suites, how-

ever, generally show a consistent CSD style that is often
reflected in the detailed petrology (i.e. overall crystallinity, Peneplain sill, Antarctica
crystal zoning, and geochemistry) and is understandable This 330 m thick diabase occurs within a sequence of
within the framework of a generalized magmatic system thick sills in the Dry Valley region of Antarctica. The
consisting of serial holding regions connected by transport general nature of these sills has been described by Gunn
zones all dominated by solidification fronts and new and (1966). The Peneplain sill is particularly noteworthy in
old phenocrysts. its occurrence at Solitary Rocks in being exceedingly

uniform in texture and composition throughout. Only
near the top is the uniformity disrupted by a series of
silicic segregations caused by internal tearing of theLinear CSDs in comagmatic systems
roofward solidification front (Marsh & Wheelock, 1994;

Dome Mountain, Nevada Marsh, 1996). Because the sill here carried few, if any
A series of 20 basalts and andesites emitted in rapid phenocrysts, it is particularly valuable from which to
succession in the moat of the Timber Mountain caldera gauge the effects of in situ or batch crystallization. The
show consistently linear CSDs. The overall nature of the rocks are all holocrystalline and the plagioclase content
CSDs and the general petrology of the lavas have been of the diabase is more or less constant from top to bottom
described by Resmini & Marsh (1995). The sequence of the sill.
begins with several basalts followed by a long series of The CSDs of plagioclase in the Peneplain sill are in
andesites all of which are of fairly low crystallinity (<15%), general linear (see Fig. 12; some show some relatively
which is almost solely plagioclase. The diagnostic in- minor curvature) throughout the body (Heyn et al., 1997).
dicators of these CSDs are shown by Fig. 23. There is little sign of any dramatic turn-down in the

A plot of slope against intercept (Fig. 23) does show smallest size range of the CSD. On a slope–intercept
overall a typical negative slope, but it also shows a plot (not shown) most of the slopes fall between –4 and
sequence (perhaps two) of flows that has a more or less –6, which is a tight batch-like range relative to that seen
constant slope and systematically increasing intercepts. in the Dome Mountain lavas. Almost all these samples
In the wholesale eruption of a batch system, a sequence are from the sill interior, whereas the samples near the
of CSDs, amongst others, might be expected to show upper and lower contacts have steeper slopes and larger
constant slope and an intercept increasing with crys- intercepts. The reason for this grouping is apparent if
tallinity. In half of these 20 flows there seems to be such the CSD data are viewed against stratigraphic height
a relation among the andesites (see Fig. 23). And within within the sill itself (see Fig. 24). By and large, the
this overall constant slope sequence there is perhaps a slopes, intercepts, and maximum crystal sizes (L max) show
hint of two related sequences of increasing slope with distinctive variations inward from each contact. Slope
increasing flow number (numbers increase with order of and crystal size each increase inward whereas intercept
eruption). The maximum crystal size is also expected to decreases until near the sill center where each trend
increase with increasing intercept in a batch system. abruptly reverses. Each parameter returns to near contact
Although L max does increase overall for this group of values at the sill center. A possible reason for this variation

has been suggested by Heyn et al. (1997).flows, within each sub-sequence (as delineated on the
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Fig. 23. CSD diagnostic relations among slope, intercept, and maximum crystal size in lavas from Dome Mountain, Nevada. The numbers
near the data points are flow numbers.

smallest, and the intercept lowest. Inward from the con-It was apparently first noted by Tomkeieff (1940) [see
tacts, nucleation rate decreases and then increases nearalso Jaeger (1968)] that the velocity of isotherms within
the center. Nucleation rate is directly related to isotherma cooling sheet is large both at the contacts and also at
velocity or cooling rate, which is not surprising (e.g.the center. The actual variation in isotherm velocity is
Cashman, 1993), but this nucleation rate variation alone,also shown by Fig. 24, where the numbers on the curves
with more or less constant growth rate, can give rise togive the nondimensional temperature (Heyn et al., 1997).
all these CSD variations. On the other hand, if thisIt is obvious why isotherms move fast near the contacts
correlation should prove to be robust and general, CSDswhere cooling is rapid, but much less obvious why this
from volcanic suites such as that of Dome Mountain mayoccurs also at the center. In essence, as the upper and
give direct insight into subsurface cooling regimes throughlower cooling fronts approach each other heat is taken
the nucleation rate (Resmini & Marsh, 1995).from an increasingly smaller volume at the sill center.

Similar evidence for rapid final cooling at the centerIsotherm velocity thus increases without limit as the exact
of a sheet comes from prehistoric Makaopuhi lava lakecenter is reached. This effect has been suggested by
(Evans & Moore, 1967). Here the glass content increasesTomkeieff (1940) and Jaeger (1968) to be instrumental
more or less symmetrically toward the center, from ain the variation of joint patterns in lava flows.
few percent near the top and bottom to >15% near theIn the Peneplain sill rapid isotherm advancement in
center. There is also a hint of this effect in plagioclasethe center produces CSDs that resemble those at the
size and composition, which was originally suggested tocontacts. The slowest advance of isotherms is at inter-
be due to foundered crust. Additional hints of this effect,mediate horizons between the contacts and the center,

for it is here that the crystals are largest, the slope is although slight, may be apparent in the CSD of Antarctic
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Fig. 24. The variation of the CSD parameters slope, intercept, and maximum crystal size with height through the Peneplain sill of diabase,
Dry Valleys, Antarctica. The diagram on the lower left shows the variation in nondimensional isotherm velocity (VL/K ) as a function of position
within a sheet of thickness L cooling by conduction; K is thermal diffusivity.

lavas and sills measured by Wilhelm & Worner (1996; rates as the solidus is passed through. Metamorphic rocks,
on the other hand, commonly show CSDs with maximasee their fig. 8).

In closing this section, it should also be pointed out at small, to intermediate crystal sizes (e.g. Cashman &
Ferry, 1988). Whether this is due to annealing or at-that the correlations with height shown by Fig. 24 are

not in all respects perfect. Two samples at 470 feet and tenuated nucleation is difficult to assess in metamorphic
systems as long periods at high, but subsolidus tem-950 feet do not have particularly correlative parameters.

Whether this is meaningful or not remains to be decided. peratures are common. Some evidence capturing the
transition from straight to ‘humped’ CSDs may be avail-Overall, however, the style of crystallization in this sill

seems to be clearly of the batch type and strongly related able, however, in igneous systems.
to the rate of cooling.

Chromite in Stillwater

Relatively thin monomineralic layers in large igneous
Annealing vs attenuation of nucleation in bodies may experience conditions similar to a meta-
batch systems morphic environment; high, subsolidus temperatures may

prevail for long (i.e. many times individual crystal growthThere is little sign in most igneous CSDs of the expected
strong diminution in effective nucleation rate at the most times) periods of time. CSDs of chromite in chromite

cumulates of the Stillwater intrusion show a distinctadvanced stages of crystallization. Few igneous CSDs
turn down strongly at the smallest crystal sizes. This maximum at relatively large (~0·1 mm) crystal sizes

(Waters & Boudreau, 1996). One of these CSDs is shownprobably means that most igneous systems experience
arrested crystallization because of relatively rapid cooling by Fig. 25, where it has been fitted with a batch system
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Fig. 25. CSDs of chromite of the Stillwater layered intrusion [left, after Waters & Boudreau (1996)] and of clinopyroxene of Box Elder laccolith,
Montana (Congdon et al., 1993). Although the chromite CSD could be interpreted as a result of melt loss, the more reasonable explanation is
annealing, as grain annexation can be seen in thin section.

CSD model with constant growth rate (i.e. b = 0) and shonkinite (Pecora, 1941) and has a structure broadly
similar to Shonkin Sag laccolith, which is some 100 kma nucleation rate exponential constant of a = 8 (i.e. a –
south (e.g. Marsh et al., 1991). The CSD from the chilledb = 8). The fit is particularly good for 99·5% crys-
margin is steeper, much more linear at the small sizes,tallization, at which point further crystallization would
and has a larger nucleation density than that of thehave to be arrested to preserve the original CSD from
interior. The interior CSD exhibits a maximum at L/L mfurther annealing under subsolidus conditions. Because
~0·13 (L ~0·2 mm), which is a sufficiently large size notthe CSD cannot be observed at previous times or stages
to be confused with poor measuring resolution. At theof crystallization, it is difficult to tell whether the final
same time, the CSD at larger sizes is higher than thatCSD is due to nucleation attenuation or to subsolidus
of the chilled margin. It would appear that small crystalsannealing. If the CSD evolves upward with time (i.e.
have been lost to the growth of larger crystals. Based onincreasing nucleation density) then the system is truly a
the size of the body, and the fact that it contained ~25%batch. But if the CSD evolves downward with time, with
phenocrysts upon emplacement, the interior would reachstrong loss of the smallest crystals, this is annealing. Waters
the solidus ~80 years after emplacement. The interior& Boudreau (1996) found, however, clear petrographic
sample, however, is ~43 m above the lower contact andevidence of grain coalescence or annexation and also a
would have quenched within ~20 years of emplacement.spatial variation of the CSD. This evidence points to this
All in all, it appears that the maximum in this CSDCSD being a result of annealing and not simply cessation
is also due to post-emplacement annealing, which hasof nucleation. Evidence on this issue also comes from
occurred relatively rapidly.sills.

Be this as it may, some caution is in order, because of
the possibility that flow differentiation of phenocryst-

Cpx in Box Elder laccolith laden magma may have also influenced the differences
Sills formed of crystal-laden magma may furnish good between these two CSDs. Flow differentiation con-
evidence on the prior evolution of humped CSDs. That centrates larger crystals in the interior, away from the
is, a comparison of the CSD of the chilled margin with contacts. However, there is little reason to expect that
that of the interior will indicate whether the CSD is the smaller crystals will be strongly depleted in the
evolving upward or downward with time. A CSD of interior. On the contrary, they should be more evenly
clinopyroxene in Box Elder laccolith of north–central distributed. Thus although flow differentiation may have
Montana is also shown by Fig. 25 (Congdon et al., 1993). partly influenced these CSDs, the maximum is most

probably due to annealing.This 140 m thick body overall has the composition of
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with relatively little change in intercept, which is due toResorption vs annealing in cpx of Shonkin Sag laccolith
crystal loss and accumulation. The other trend shows aThis 3 km× 70 m potassic basalt laccolith in north–
significant decrease in nucleation density (intercept),central Montana has long been studied as a small body
which reflects resorption or annealing. (The slope valuesshowing a classic differentiation sequence: a thick pile of
for both trends are the same because the slope of thecumulates on the floor, a thinner zone of basaltic rock
CSD in the midsize range is used for both.) These trendsnear the roof, and a syenite sandwich horizon in between.
are unlike those seen for the comagmatic sequences ofIn fact, many of the basic principles thought to govern
Atka, Alaska, and Dome Mountain, Nevada.magmatic evolution in closed systems germinated through

When plotted against height or stratigraphic positionstudy of this body early in this century (Marsh, 1996).
in the laccolith, the strong steepening of the slope in theThe geochemical nature of Shonkin Sag, however, is
syenite is clearly evident. This is reminiscent of the slopealmost entirely due to the fact that the magma contained
variation in the central region of the Peneplain sill, butupon emplacement ~35% phenocrysts of mainly clino-
the cause here is different. In the Peneplain sill, the slopepyroxene (Hurlbut, 1939). Settling of these crystals dom-
increase is suspected to be due to increased cooling rate,inated the evolution of this body, forming a classic S-
whereas in Shonkin Sag it is due to extensive resorptionshaped profile of modal cpx. The general petrology and
during protracted cooling. The residual cpx crystals inCSDs for cpx at seven horizons in the body were pre-
the syenite become increasingly ragged and resorbed insented by Marsh et al. (1991) and these are shown here
this region (Congdon, 1990). Not only are small grainsas Fig. 26a along with a stratigraphic profile. These CSDs
lost but large grains are also resorbed. Based on theare particularly revealing in terms of crystal settling and
remaining crystal forms, Congdon (1990) was able tocpx resorption in the syenite horizon.
restore the full crystals and show that the restored CSDThe upper and lower chilled margins show a pheno-
resembles that of the chilled margins. The least affected

cryst-laden magma with an unusual concentration of cpx crystals, however, seem to be those of intermediate size,
crystals of ~1·2 mm in size (i.e. L ~1·2 mm). This is seen as would be expected in annealing. The reduction in
in the characteristic local maximum in the CSDs for the

L max by ~0·7 mm over the final, post-emplacement so-
chill margins (Fig. 26a; see also Fig. 11d). This bump in lidification time (~1 year), suggests a resorption rate of
the CSD may represent an earlier interval of annealing 10–9 cm/s.
in a holding region or cumulate pile followed by ascent In sum, Shonkin Sag CSDs reflect an extensive history
and further nucleation. Aside from this feature (and of pre-emplacement crystallization followed by extensive
perhaps a similar less distinct one at L ~ 2·5 mm), the crystal settling, resorption, and accumulation.
initial CSDs are fairly linear. (The downturn at the
smallest sizes is almost certainly due to the fact that these
were measured by tracing from projected images, which Annealing theory
underestimates the smallest crystals.) The similarity of In terms of batch crystallization, annealing represents
the upper and lower CSDs suggests that the initial the effects of an effective reverse in nucleation rate and
magma was fairly homogeneous. Once emplaced, some resorption of crystals smaller than some critical size and
phenocrysts were captured during settling by the rapidly continued growth of crystals larger than this critical size,
advancing upper solidification front, but eventually set- which itself, because of its inverse relation to the degree
tling outstripped capture and a thick cumulate pile formed of ‘supersaturation’, migrates slowly (as ~t 1/3) to larger
on the floor. [Other details of this process have been sizes (Lifshitz & Slyozov, 1961; see also Cashman &
discussed by Marsh et al. (1991).] Ferry, 1988). The relative change in crystal stability is

This process of crystal capture, settling, and ac- due to surface free energy. Small grains, because of their
cumulation is clearly reflected in the CSDs. The CSDs intrinsically high surface free energy, are less stable than
of the cpx in the syenite become increasingly concave large grains. The approach of Lifshitz & Slyozov is
downward with depth, reflecting loss of crystals, and the inherently the same as used here for a batch system. The
CSDs in the cumulate pile are concave upward, reflecting central difference is that they based the entire result on
crystal accumulation. In addition, resorption or annealing a specific prescribed growth model dependent on surface
is reflected in the systematic decrease in nucleation density free energy effects relative to a critical size of crystal.
(i.e. n o or intercept) within the syenite and uppermost They solved for the final CSD and showed that the only
lower shonkinite (cumulate pile). The CSD systematics stable distribution is a universal function (in normalized
are shown by Fig. 26b. The effects of resorption or coordinates). The form of their general solutions [e.g.
annealing have been estimated by extrapolating the lin- the fourth equation above their equation (15)] is the same
ear, central portion of each CSD to the L = 0 limit. as that used here [e.g. equation (39b)]. But because they

The slope vs intercept plot shows two trends beginning prescribed the functional form of the growth rate, through
the constraints of continuity [i.e. equation (37) here] andat the chilled margins. One trend shows increasing slope
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Fig. 26.

conservation of mass they obtained, in effect, a result does indeed approximate that gained at large crystal sizes
in the interior CSD.describing the reverse nucleation rate over time and

In sum, there are clear signs that annealing or ripeningspace. The universal function describing the distribution
is an efficient process in igneous CSDs at all stages ofof grain size has grains no larger than 1·5 times the
crystallization. Some of the more dramatic effects occurcritical size. The CSD takes on this form regardless of
in high-level intrusions formed of phenocryst-ladenthe initial form of the CSD. At large times the number
magma. It is important not to confuse these effects withof crystals decreases asymptotically with time as t –1 and
the attenuation of nucleation as crystallization wanes,the critical grain size increases as t 1/3, but the shape of
which is generally not seen in igneous rocks.the distribution of crystal sizes, when normalized to the

most abundant and largest crystal classes remains, in
this limit, invariant with time. Metamorphic rocks show
distributions of grain size that approximate this ideal

CSD curvature vs composite linearitydistribution, which is not of the log-linear form [see
discussion by Cashman & Ferry (1988)]. The log-linear Upward curvature in CSDs is a clear reflection of the
part of the CSD of the Box Elder cpx and the Stillwater physical addition of crystals to an evolving CSD. An
chromite can be analyzed for the mass lost in annealing example of this curvature is found in the picrite phase
using the straightforward CSD-moment functions as dem- of the 1959 Kilauea eruption leading to the establishment
onstrated by Cashman & Ferry (1988). The mass of small of Kilauea Iki lava lake (see Fig. 27; data from Cashman,

1986). The pronounced upward concavity in the CSDcrystals lost in the Box Elder CSD of the chilled margin
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Fig. 26. (a) CSDs and stratigraphy with bulk MgO (wt %) variation of Shonkin Sag laccolith, Montana (after Marsh et al., 1991). (b) CSD
diagnostic relations among slope, intercept, and maximum crystal size for Shonkin Sag laccolith. The pronounced effects of resorption should
be noted.

for olivine suggests a multistage CSD history. Crystals unevenness (see inset to Fig. 27). These three linear CSDs
could thus reflect a deep cumulate phase (largest L),may have been added to ascending magma from other
nucleation during continued ascent, and finally stronglocal crystallization regimes as depicted by Fig. 21a.
nucleation attending eruption (smallest L).These added crystals may also accurately record the

On the other hand, a simple model relating crystalCSD systematics of these local regimes. On the other
size to the continuous change of nucleation (and possiblyhand, this CSD may reflect a long and varied, but
growth) can be gauged from equations (2) and (24). Thatcontinuous and batch-like, evolution for the ascending
is,magma where changing thermal regimes induce different

nucleation regimes. In the former instance, the CSD may
be piecewise continuous, being a collection of linear

L=CL AGo

JoB
1/4

=CL(no)−1/4 (2)CSDs, and in the latter, the CSD may show continuous
curvature. Two possible interpretations are given with
the data of Fig. 27.

orFirst, three straight lines have been put through the
data (by eye). The first two lines fit the data well and

ln (no)>4 ln (CL)−4 ln (L). (73)broadly resemble some of the kinked CSDs shown al-
ready. The third straight line, at the largest sizes, goes
through apparently rather noisy data. Be this as it may, For a true batch system where J o and G o change with
this linear CSD (larger sizes) is nearly identical to that time, n o is an accurate measure of n. Curves calculated
measured by Mangan (1990) using the air quenched using (73) for a series of constants (0·25 Ζ C L Ζ 1·0)
eruption pumices. Her measurements cover a much are also shown by Fig. 27 along with the Kilauea Iki

data. For C L ~ 0·5 the calculated curve resembles thewider size range, up to ~2·5 mm, and show much less
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Fig. 27. Two possible interpretations of the CSD of olivine in a picritic basalt of the Kilauea Iki eruption (data of Cashman, 1986), Hawaii,
with inset (left) of broader CSD from Mangan (1990).

data. The match could be made closer if C L also varied propagating solidification fronts. The holocrystalline final
with size. A slightly smaller C L at small L and a larger product clearly shows this CSD evidence because the
C L at large L is needed. A comparison of these values of system was unable to undergo prolonged, near-solidus
C L with the earlier kinetic model calculations summarized annealing. Although the lava lakes probably also show
by Fig. 2 shows that these correspond to a – b values of this broad overall CSD variation, when examined in situ
~1–4. The CSDs themselves, however, show a nucleation as the solidification front passes through a relatively
amplitude of ~6 or more for all size ranges (considering restricted spatial dimension, the detailed kinetic effects
also Mangan’s data). This might suggest that a model of of grain-induced heterogeneous nucleation and annealing
this type is inadequate in explaining these data. Instead, through crystal annexation are clear. In the final product,
a CSD associated with the magmatic column of Fig. 21a however, these relatively subtle effects may not be at all
would seem to be more reasonable. obvious (e.g. Peneplain sill).

In systems where the dynamic style is not known, as
is so for volcanic systems, there may be a dynamic
distinction based on overall degree of crystallinity. InDISCUSSION
low-crystallinity systems, such as Dome Mountain, Ne-CSDs in comagmatic sequences are valuable records of
vada, the CSDs do resemble, at least in part, a batchmagmatic behavior. As a rule, they do not closely re-
system where the intercept increases as slope is more orsemble CSDs expected in either batch or open systems.
less constant. And although crystallinity is low, it doesInstead, they resemble the dynamic style of the system.
increase with increasing intercept and modestly in-That is, in systems where batch conditions are known
creasing maximum crystal size. These diagnostics, how-on independent grounds to prevail (e.g. Peneplain sill,
ever, are by no means clear for the full lava sequence.Makaopuhi lava lake, etc.) the CSDs reflect either the

At high crystallinities in volcanic systems the CSDsthermal regime of the solidification fronts (Peneplain) or
inevitably tend to be either singly or multiply kinked.local kinetic controls on crystallization (Makaopuhi). The
The high-alumina basalts of Atka, Alaska, show twocontrast in CSDs of the Peneplain sill and Makaopuhi
distinct stages of plagioclase nucleation and growth. Thelava lake is particularly noteworthy.
CSD signal is coherent enough to suggest magmaticIn the Peneplain sill, nucleation rate apparently closely

followed a conductive-style thermal regime with inward parcels dominated by separate deep-seated and
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near-surface processes. In essence, these CSDs seem L max is shown by Shonkin Sag. This reflects the post-
transitional between the Dome Mountain style of single- emplacement annealing or resorption of the initial popu-
regime CSDs and the multi-regime systems of Hawaii lation of cpx phenocrysts. On the other hand, the Dome
(Kilauea Iki picrite) and Mount Etna, as shown so well Mountain lavas show the steepest increase of L max with
by Armienti et al. (1994). The Mount Etna system, in inverse slope, which again suggests batch behavior for
particular, shows one property that essentially defines this system. The other examples (Peneplain and Atka)
open systems. The CSD, at least for this century, seems show progressively changing L max and inverse slope, which
to be invariant with time. Moreover, Etna may resemble may well represent a fundamental nucleation feature of
the crystallization regimes seen in industrial crystallizers igneous systems (see below).
except where the output contains cumulate phases (see The second distinctive feature of igneous CSDs is the
Fig. 21b). This style of system is thus open in a con- apparent variation of nucleation rate. It is clear that the
tinuously intermittent sense where the underlying mush ln-linear (or segmented ln-linear) form of igneous CSDs
column is clearly reflected in the continuous entrainment comes at face value from an effective exponential rise in
of older, cumulate crystals. Thus the spatial effects of nucleation, regardless of cause, and simultaneous crystal
thermal regimes, which are so apparent in the CSDs of

growth. What is not seen, at least so far, are signs ofsystems sampled in situ, are not nearly as evident in
either a constant rate of nucleation or a sustained hiatusvolcanic systems, although some systems must surely
in nucleation, both of which, on purely thermal grounds,show them. Moreover, if sill-forming magma is crystal
might be expected. Recalling the examples of Fig. 11,laden, subsequent slow cooling may lead to significant
either of these processes should be readily observable inresorption or annealing.
igneous CSDs. What is seen instead, as exhibited, forThere are three additional features of igneous CSDs
example, by the Makaopuhi CSDs (Fig. 13), is a pro-that typify both igneous rocks and magmatic systems in
gressive fanning in the CSDs over the most easily meas-general. The first is the apparently meaningful cor-
ured size range of the CSD. As L max increases sloperelations between L max and CSD slope and intercept.
lessens. The net result is a progressive decrease in theSome reflection will convince one that L max is an
effective nucleation rate with increasing crystal size. Andindependent measure of the coherence of the CSD. That
because crystal size increases with time, this implies ais, given a well-developed CSD, crystals can easily be
progressive decrease in effective nucleation rate withlost or gained (e.g. xenocrysts) such that the resulting

CSD does not show systematic correlations with L max. In time. This is, of course, aside from the possible overriding
both batch and open systems the age of the CSD is effect of a strongly increasing local cooling rate that may
reflected in the slope of the CSD and also in the size of increase nucleation. But even for Makaopuhi, where
the largest crystals. In purely dimensional terms the increased cooling rate is occurring, increasing L max with
decrease of the CSD slope should always be proportional decreasing effective nucleation rate dominates the system.
to L max. There are, nevertheless, a wide range of possible The fact that these are effective nucleation rates, un-
correlations between L max and inverse slope (i.e. |S−1|), corrected for melt fraction, must also be considered. If
and it is important to consider these briefly (see Fig. 28). the Makaopuhi effective nucleation rates are corrected
The two possible extremes are (1) systems where L max is for decreasing melt fraction, nucleation rate decreases
constant and slope changes, and (2) where slope is con- and reaches an approximate constant level only for
stant and L max changes. In the first instance, crystals advanced crystallinities (75%; Cashman & Marsh, 1988).
beyond a certain size could be lost from the system as it That the effects of decreasing melt content are not large
evolves as either a batch or open system (Fig. 28a and in terms of discussing the effective nucleation rates is
b). Another example is the annealing of a given population

shown by Fig. 4, where the CSD is essentially unaffectedof phenocrysts where the largest crystals are mostly
until crystallinity is well beyond 50%. This is the reasonunaffected. In the alternative situation of constant slope
why these effects are not seen routinely in CSDs ofand changing L max, the most obvious example is that of
volcanic systems. These effects, are, however, evident ina strict batch system (Fig. 28a). A second, much less
the Peneplain sill CSDs where the rocks are holo-likely, example might be the approach to steady state of
crystalline. The CSDs at the smallest crystal sizes ap-an open system under constant nucleation and growth
parently reach a maximum and turn downward. Therates (Fig. 28b).
overall drop in population density in the Peneplain CSDsThe most reasonable case, however, is a progressive
suggests that a – b ~12, whence, from the ideal batchevolution of both L max and slope (Fig. 28d and e), which
CSDs of Fig. 4, the magnitude of the decrease in nuc-is exhibited by most igneous suites (see Fig. 29). These
leation seems appropriate. This is especially so in lightlatter plots show fairly good correlations between L max

of the fact that plagioclase is but one of several mineralsand inverse slope with indications of two extremes. The
one extreme of increasing inverse slope with constant present.
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Fig. 28. Overview of possible diagnostic correlations between maximum crystal size and CSD inverse slope (absolute value) for both batch and
open systems.

The third distinctive feature of these CSDs is the cooling, crystal growth and further nucleation sets in.
Because of the great sensitivity of nucleation to coolingapparent absence of a strong record of progressive in-

crease in nucleation rate with time from one comagmatic rate, this possible characteristic may be difficult to discern
in silicate glasses.CSD to another. For all intents and purposes, nucleation

seems to begin almost full blown at high nucleation rates. It is therefore possible that the typical ln-linear CSD
form for igneous rocks does not typically come fromThis is particularly evident in CSDs in systems with pre-

eruption low crystallinity and small crystals, such as the simply exponential rises in nucleation rate, but instead
from secondary processes, such as crystal annexationMount St Helens dacites studied by Cashman (1988,

1992). Once established, nucleation seems to sustain itself or growth rate dispersion, operating under more or
less steady rates of nucleation. This issue is fundamentalthrough perhaps heterogeneous nucleation effects; local

saturations as a result of growth of foreign phases sustain to understanding the crystallization of magmas. For
we have seen [e.g. equation (53b)] that under constantnucleation and promote growth by annexation. If so, this

style of nucleation may simply mean that igneous systems, nucleation, the negative log-linear CSD slope can be
preserved if growth rate increases greatly with crystalby their very nature, are always laced with nuclei. Igneous

systems have little chance of becoming superheated and size. Although it is clearly unreasonable to expect any
isolated crystal to grow in this fashion, it may not bedestroying their nuclei. Igneous systems are intrinsically

dirty in this respect by always being in contact with unreasonable to find that growth by annexation may
approximate such a relation (i.e. G ~ eL). Thuscrystalline materials, indigenous or exotic. A spectrum of

sizes of nuclei and clusters may always exist in magmatic individual neighboring crystals may grow by a diffusive
process, but coalescence of the crystals follows asystems such that, under suitable phase equilibria and
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Fig. 29. Correlations between maximum crystal size and inverse CSD slope for four comagmatic systems.

dramatically different growth law. This is a fertile area these works and the present is in the choice of Avrami
number (see the Introduction), which Hort and coworkersfor further study.

In closing, it is interesting to compare this wide family set at ~105. This choice assures that crystallization and
heat transfer are equally important in crystallization,of observed igneous CSDs with those calculated by Hort

& Spohn [1991a, 1991b; see also Spohn et al. (1988)] for which makes analytical calculations of CSDs involved.
Nevertheless, these numerical studies are valuable forcoupled cooling and crystallization in thin dikes and sills.

These studies assumed crystallization in a binary eutectic elucidating the detailed, nonlinear interaction between
kinetics and cooling. In this respect, the CSDs are par-governed by Avrami-style kinetics with both an initial

and continuous undercooling and growth and nucleation ticularly revealing. Although there is a good deal of
variety depending on nucleation style, relative to naturalfunctions with maxima. The earlier study assumed homo-

geneous nucleation throughout, whereas the more recent CSDs, none of the CSDs show strong linearity. Instead,
they more resemble annealed CSDs, such as shown bywork employed heterocatalytic nucleation (i.e. nucleation

on the surfaces of earlier crystals), which is only effective at the Stillwater chromites (Fig. 25); there is commonly a
pronounced downward trend in the CSD at small sizes.subliquidus temperatures. The critical difference between
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When nucleation includes hetercatalytic effects there are igneous CSDs may owe itself less to exponential changes
in nucleation rate than to secondary processes, suchtwo distinct CSD populations: one produced at the

liquidus, where nucleation is more homogeneous, and as grain annexation, operating under a fairly steady
nucleation rate set by the local cooling regime.another at lower temperatures. Although these CSDs do

not generally closely resemble natural CSDs they are
important gauges for what to expect when the Avrami
number is in this range.
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